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ABSTR,A,CT

This paper discusses the development ofan out-of-plane micromachined magnetic

actuator for micro-mirror applications. Lorentz forces are used to actuate the

microstructures that are fabricated to have an initial out-of-plane rest angle. Magnetic

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have the advantage of large actuation distances

with low power requirements, An inexpensive fab¡ication process is developed using

aluminum and chrome thin filrns for a device layer, and a silicon sacrificial. A photoresist

sacrificial layer is also attempted with limited fabrication success due to problems with

photoresist residues and device release. Several different device designs are attempted to

determine a suitable design for the fabrication process. This design is also implemented

in a micro-mirror aIlay to observe variability in the fabrication of the structures as well as

the consistency in actuation. The resonant frequency and lifetime of the mic¡o-mirror

structures are also examined. A model is developed in order to predict the actuation ofthe

mic¡o-mirror devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Mic¡o-electronic fabrication technology enables the construction of small

mechanical devices for a range of applications. The development of such

micloelectromechanical systems (MEMS) by various research groups has enabled

technologies wíth low power consumption, better device parameters, and low

production cost. Each MEMS transducer may have its advantages and disadvantages

over their larger counterparts.

The majority of micromachined devices move in plane with the wafer surface

due to the planar fabrication technology. The focus of this thesis is to present an out-

oÊplane micromachined magnetic force actuator to fi¡nction as a micro-mir¡or.

Magnetic actuation has the advantage of lower voltage requirements, the capability of

large force generation, and large actuation displacement when compared to many

other actuation mechanisms. An affo¡dable fabrication process is developed to build

the actuators using microfabrication technology. A reflector anay is fabricated in

order to test the consistency ofthe fabrication process and actuation distance.



1.2 Organization ofThesis

Chapter 2 will introduce microelectromechanical systems and discuss the

technology that enables mic¡ofabrication, Background theory on thermal, electrostatic

and magnetic actuation are discussed in this section. Several different micro-mir¡or

and Lo¡entz force actuators are presented to allow for performance and fabrication

comparisons. This chapter also discusses a method to inhoduce mechanical shess into

the microstructwes in order to allow initial out-of-plane deflection.

Chapter 3 discusses the design concept for the stressed magnetic micro-minor

and how different forces act on the micro-mirror device. A mathematical comparison

between thermal, elechostatic and magnetic forces is ptesented.

Chapter 4 presents the evolution of a suitable fabrication method fo¡ the

micro-mirrors. The advantages and disadvantages of using different materials and

fabrication methods are discussed.

Chapter 5 explores further the fabrication method chosen for the conskuction

ofthe micro-mirrors. The consistency of the fabrication is discussed by examining the

initial rest angles of the micro-mirror devices. Problems with using a silicon

sacrificial with the fabrication method are discussed.



Chapter 6 investigates the actuation of the micro-mfurors in order to

charcctenze their performance. The micro-mir¡ors are tested thermally and

magnetically to observe the contribution of each force. The frequency response and

lifetime of the mic¡o-mirrors are also investigated.

Chapter 7 provides concluding remarks on the overall perfo¡mance of the

magnetic micro-mirro¡ and fabrication process, as well as suggests improvements for

futu¡e work.



2. MICROFABRICATION AND MEMS

This chapter provides background on mic¡oelectromechanical systems,

microfabrication techniques and micro-mirror devices. If the reader has a good

understanding ofthe topics it is recommended to skip ahead to Chapter 3.

2.1 Microelectomechanical Systems

Microelectromechanical systems MEMS) refers to the broad ñeld of

micromachined structures developed using microfabrication techniques. MEMS are

typically divided into two separate types of transducers, sensors and actuators.

Sensors measure stimulus from the environment and provides a particular response

that can be recofded. Actuators tlpically refer to devices that convert one form of

energy, such as electrical energy, into mechanical motion. MEMS transducers can

also be further subdivided into categories based on the predominate form of energy

used in the device. The most common categories of MEMS transducers are electrical,

thermal, magnetic, mechanical, ¡adiant and chemical [l]. In some cases a device

might not fit these categories or may extend over several depending on the

complexity of the system.

Microfabricated systems can offer several advantages in performance,

reliability and cost due to their small physical volume and weight. Since MEMS

structu¡es are fab¡icated with similar technology as is used in integrated circuit (IC)



tecbnology, it is possible to integrate MEMS devices with on-chip electronics[2]. Due

to their low mass, MEMS devices can have lower actuation power when compared to

their larger counterparts. The size of MEMS devices also gives them high thermal

sensitivity and fast actuation speeds, which may be desirable for some applications.

Another advantage of MEMS is the potential for large cost savings because they are

batch fabricated, and due to their size, hundreds of devices can be fab¡icated on a

single wafer.

Despite all the advantages of MEMS devices, there are several disadvantages

in implementation. Though cost savings are possible, often 50-80% ofthe overall cost

is in the packaging ofthe MEMS devices [3]. A¡other issue is that typically the entire

system is not huly small because of the power supplies and computet systems

sometimes required to ddve and test the system. There is research going into the

potential of on-chip power supplies, some which may extract sufficient power

extracted from the envirorunent [4]. Material properties can also be difficult to conhol

since thin film mechanical properties are not completely understood as bulk materials.

Stress issues in the films can also exist which can cause undesi¡able device operation.

There are several different applicatìons for MEMS in various commercial and

research fields. This technology can be very attractive in such applications as

communication satellites where weight, size and cost reductions are necessary [5]. In

RF applications, the characteristics of MEMS devices can also make terrestrial-based

communication systems more effrcient with their lower insertion losses at high GHz



frequencies as well as power reduction [6]. The automotive industry has been using

MEMS sensors fo¡ a number of years in such components as safefy systems, engine

management, suspension and braking [7]. Future MEMS applications will drive the

way for higher density storage devices, more affordable diagnostic equipment in

hospitals, as well as assist in the development and research in other fields due to thei¡

high sensitivity.

2.1.1 Magnetic MEMS

Magnetic MEMS is a class of micromachined transducers that use magnetic or

electromagnetic energy for sensing or actuating. For the most part, magnetic MEMS

is still an emerging technology in terms of commercial availability when compared to

other micromachined transducers as they are still in earþ stages of development. A

few exceptions exist, such as Hall effect sensors corrtmon in automotive [8] and other

applications, as well as magnetic read./write heads which are shipped in enormous

volumes in hard drives [1]. Magnetic fields either typically generated by passive

magnetic field sou¡ces (permanent magnets) or by driving a current through a coil.

Magnetic MEMS devices have the advantage of lower voltage requirements and the

capability of large force generation and large actuation displacement. This is due to

the continuous generation of fields from permanent magnets without extemal energy

requirements.

There are several different magnetic actuating MEMS at different stages of

development. ln telecommunications, micromagnetic latching switches have recently



been realized using a micromachined cantilever, an active coil and a permanenl

magret [9]. This technology is able to provide advantages such as cost, zero off-state

power, and higher isolation. However, some tradeoffs exist such as switching speed

and life cycles. Biomedical applications may also benefit from magnetic MEMS with

microfludic analysis through separation of chemicals which have magnetic moments,

such as deoxygenated hemoglobin [10]. As with many MEMS device, research has

also gone into devising ways to miniaturize macroscale devices, such as magnetic

motors [11]. A few magnetically actuated micro-mi¡rors have also been fabricated,

and they will be discussed in section 2.3.

tt Microfabrication Techniques

The tecbnology that enables the fabrication of mic¡o-electro-mechanical

systems is commonly referred to as microfabrication. Since the late 1960's,

researchers realized that the technology that surrounds the development of integrated

circuits could be used to develop miniature size actuators and sensors [l]. As the

technologies that drive microfabrication are developed, so too are the potential

devices that the processes can fabricate. This chapter will provide the reader with

information on these techniques, as well as some limitations these processes place on

the design,

ln this thesis several microfabrication techniques are used:

- UV lithography for material patteming and photoresist sacrificial

- Thermal evaporation for aluminum and ckome deposition



- Sputtering for a silicon sacrificial material

- Wet chemical etching for aluminurn/ch¡ome etches

- Plasma etching for photoresist etching

- XeF2 etching for highly selective silicon etching

2,2.1 Lithography

Lithography drives the development of new integrated ci¡cuits and MEMS

devices. A limitation of most fab¡ication processes is that they are performed over the

entire wafe¡. Lithogaphy allows designs to be selectively pattemed on different areas

of the wafer. With increased development in the lithographical processes, materials

can now be defined with sub-micron resolution. This process can be quite expensive

depending on the resolution and complexity ofthe device. Since the development and

fabrication of mask sets in industry can cost millions of dollars, errors in the mask are

costly. ln research, mask sets are typically chosen based on the amount of available

financial resources and relative age ofthe technology being developed.

Masks are typically produced on materials such as glass or quartz since they

have a high degee of optical transparency. An opaque layer is deposited on one side

of the glass and then patterned to define the mask. If a device has multiple layers,

each layer has its own mask. The mask set used in the fabrication of the MEMS

discussed in this thesis are designed with Adobe Illustrator 10rM to scale and then the



mask is sent to a printing companyl. These masks are produced on a transparency

with a resolution of 3600 dots per inch (dpi) that translates to a resolution of 7¡rm.

This resolution is sufficient for the design of the MEMS for this thesis, as well as

affordable for quick prototyping. Once the transparency has been printed it is attached

to a glass mask plate so that it can be later mounted in the mask aligner.

For this thesis, UV lithography is done using a positive photoresist. Figure 2-l

shows the mask aligner while exposing the photoresist. The contact lithography

method was used throughout the project, which places the mask in contact with the

resist-coated wafer. When positive resist is exposed to tIV light, the photoactive

compound in the resist will increase its dissolution rate when developed.

I 
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Figure 2-1, Karl Suss MA3 Mask Aligner in Operation

The mask aligner plays an integral part ofthe lithography process as it allows

the new layers to be aligned relative to previously pattemed layers. With the wafer

and mask in the mask aligner, they are aligned together and then brought into contact

with the wafer. Non-contact methods are generally used in industry because of the

lower defect generation, however for the devices presented in this thesis the defect

generation due to contact is negligible due to the relative size ofthe device.

2,2,2 ThermalEvaporation



Metal layers in all early semiconductor technologies were deposited by

thermal evaporation, This technique is still widely used in research, however cr¡rrent

silicon techlologies use the sputtering technique because of better step coverage and

better alloy deposition capabilities. Step coverage refers to the how well the

deposition leshnique can cover the non-planar topology of the wafer. Figwe 2-2

shows an example of the good and bad sidewall coverage. Deposition processes with

bad sidewall coverage typically have thinner sidewalls, or if shadowing occu¡s the

sidewall may be non-existent. Processes with good sidewall coverage tend to have

uniform film thickness on the surface and sidewalls.

Figure 2-2, Examples ofBad and Good sidewall coverage

Thermal evaporation is performed in a vacuum chamber that is typically

pumped down to a high vacuum with a diffusion or turbo pump. A charge (or source

material) is placed undemeath the wafers in a ceramic crucible, tungsten boat, or

tungsten rod. These receptacles are chosen because they typically have a higher

melting point than the charge, and do not readily react with the deposited material.

Under high vacuum, the charge is heated typically by applying a cunent through the

receptacle causing the charge to give off vapor. Since the pressure is quite low, atoms

of the vapol have a large mean free path (about 50 meters at high vacuum) and travel
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in a straight line from the charge until they strike a surface. Since materials have

different vapor pressures it is difficult to make consistent alloys, even with separate

receptacles heated to different temperatures. A schematic of thermal evaporator

system used in this project can be seen in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3. Schematic ofa Thermal Evaporator System

2,2,3 Sputtering

Sputtering is an altemative to evaporation for thin metal film deposition in

microfabrication. This technique was demonstrated in 1852 [12], and has many

advantages over thermal evaporation that makes it the deposition method of choice in

microelectronic fabrication.
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Figure 2-4. Sputtering at the University of Manitoba's
Nano-system Fabrication Laboratory (NSFL)

Wafers are placed undemeath the target (source material) and is pumped

down to a high vacuum (10-6 Torr) to insure low contamination (Figure 2-4). An inert

gas, such as argon, is then supplied to the chamber at a given flow rate. A large

voltage, typically a few hundred volts, is then placed between the cathode (target) and

the bottom electrode (wafer holder) in order to ignite the plasma. The argon ions in

the plasma are then accelerated towards the negatively charged cathode. If the ions

strike the target with sufficient energy, an atom will be sputtered from the target onto

the wafer surface. Typically, a magnet is placed behind the target in order to inc¡ease

the ion densities at the target. This technique is commonly referred to as magnetron

sputtering. The targets are water-cooled since much ofthe power in the plasma tends

to dissipate in the form ofheat at the target.

Sputtering offers better step cover¿rge than thermal evaporation, mainly due to

the higher deposition pressure and the atoms being ejected with 100 times more

IJ



energy than evaporated atoms [13]. These atoms tend to have more surface mobility

which also improves coverage. The higher deposition pressure makes the mean free

path on the order ofa few hundreds of micrometers which equates to better sidewall

coverage. There are also more control parameters that allow you to achieve different

characteristics with the thin filrns, such as gas flow, deposition pressure, and

sputtering power.

2,2,4 Wet Chemical Etching

Wet chemical etching can be perfonned when a fabrication step requires

removal of a deposited material in order to define a particular patt€rn on the wafer.

Though slightly more established than other etching techniques, wet chemical etching

has some serious drawbacks. These d¡awbacks include lack of anisotropy, poor

process control, and excessive particle contamination. Anisotropy is a measu¡e of

how fast a particular etch etches in the lateral di¡ection with respect to vertical

etching, where perfect anisotropy means no lateral etching. Lateral etching is

commonly refe¡red to as underetching (Figure 2-5). Despite all the disadvantages of

\¡/et etching, some etches can be highly selective when compared to other forms of

etching [3].

14



Figure 2-5. An example ofunderetching that occurs with wet etching (left). A wet etch
performed in the microfabrication lab at the NFSL (right).

Aluminum and ch¡ome were used extensively throughout this project and

therefore an aluminum etch and a cbÌome etch are required. These wet etchants are

quite selective to the desired etch material and therefore etch rates ofother materials

is assumed to be non-existent [14]. The composition of the aluminum and ch¡ome

etch can be seen in Table 2-1. Arch Chemicals supplied the various wet etches used

throughout this project.

Table 2-1, Chemical composition of Ch¡ome and Aluminum Etches

Chrome Etch
Ceric Ammonium Nitrate t5%
Nitric Acid 5o/o

Water 80%

Aluminum Etch
Phosohoric Acid 70%
Acetic Acid t0%
Nitric Acid
Water 18%

15



2.2,5 Plasma Etching

Plasma etching is typically the prefered method of etching in industry

because of several significant advantages over wet etching, ln plasma etching, a feed

gas is introduced into the etch chambe¡ and broken down into chemically reactive

species. The plasma-generated reactive species must then diffuse to the wafer and be

absorbed for the reaction to occur, Once the reaction occurs, the byproduct must be

desorbed and diffuse from the wafer and leave the etch chamber. Typically for silicon

etches, a fluorinated gas is chosen as a feed gas such as carbon tetrafluoride (CFa).

For photoresist and other organics oxygenated (O2) feed gases are chosen.

Figure 2-6. Plasma Etche¡ at the University of Manitoba's NSFL Cleanroom

Plasma etching is much easier to start and stop and therefore processes are

typically more repeatable than wet etching. Wafers are typically placed on a water-

cooled chuck to reduce temperature variations across the wafer, which allows more

uniform etching. Plasma etching is also considered a cleaner process since there are

16



far fewer particles than in a wet etch. Gas flow rate, plasma power, and chambe¡

pressure arejust a few ofthe variable etch controls one may vary to achieve a suitable

etch profile. Some plasma etching systems contain an inductively coupled plasma

(ICP) power source to allows for additional control ofthe plasma generation.

2.2.6 Xenon Difluoride Etching

Xenon Difluoride (XeF) is a chemical used primarily to etch silicon due to its

high selectivity between silicon, and other materials such as SiO2, metals, and other

insulators. An advantage of this fluorine-based etch is that it does not require a

plasma generation or heating, therefo¡e there are fewer control parameters. Xenon

difluoride exists as a white crystalline solid at standard pressure and temperature, and

has a sublimation pressr¡re of approximately 4 Ton. I¡ its gaseous form, xenon

difluoride etches silicon isotropically. Removing water vapot from the etching

chamber is important since any water vapor and xenon difluoride will fonn

hydrofluoric acid which is not only a safety hazard, it will also etch any exposed

oxide. Xenon difluoride also does not etch aluminum or photoresist, however slowly

etches silicon niaide [14]. One disadvantage of XeF2 etching is that it leaves a very

rough surface on the silicon after the etch [13].

Its difficult to define a specific etch rate for XeFz etching since its dependant

on several factors such as silicon loading, the size of the etch chamber, etching

pressure and amount of XeF2 gas in the chamber. When etching large areas, silicon

loading causes the etch depth of a hole to be reduced when there is an adjacent etch
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hole [15]. Etch rate at lowel pressures is linearly proportional to etching pressue.

XeF2 can be modeled as a fluorine source, however XeF2 etches 104 times faster than

fluorine gas alone. The chemical reaction describing the etch is as follows:

2XeF, + Si" "------>2Xe + SíFo (2-r)

The XeFz etching system consists of an etch chamber, expansion chamber,

pump, valves, and source gasses as seen in Figure 2-'1, Tbe expansion chamber is

necessary in order to increase the volume of XeF2 gas available when the valve

connecting the etch chamber and expansion chamber is opened. All silicon etching

performed in this project is done by quickly pulsing the valve between expansion

chamber and the etch chamber and then etching for approximately 90 seconds. The

reactants are then pumped out by opening the pump valve for 30 seconds until a

lower vacuum is achieved. The valve connecting the expansion chamber and etch

chamber is again pulsed and the cycle continues until the etch is complete. The XeFz

valve is kept open in order to maintain a supply of XeF2 to the expansion chamber.

This procedure will be refened to as the "Quick Pulse Method" in follor ing chapters.

For a complete process flo\¡/chart and further description of the XeF2 system please

refer to Appendix A.
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Figure 2-7. Schematic ofXeF2 System used in this project

2,2,7 SacrifïcialMaterials

Micromachining frequently requires a sacrificial material to be deposited,

which can be later removed in order to free a device from the underlying substrate.

Many materials can be used as sacrificial layers, however the key requirement ofany

sacrificial layer is that an etching process exists that will selectively etch the

sacrificial without etching the device layer. Depending on the complexity of the

design, a sacrificial layer must be chosen such that it will survive future process steps,

such as metal deposition, annealing and other chemical etches the sacrificial might be

exposed to. Both photoresist and silicon were considered as sacrificial materials in

this thesis.

Photoresist can be used as a sacrificial material to reduce fabrication steps as

well as reduces cost and fab¡ication time. Using photoresist as a sacrificial however is

not trivial due to the chemistry of photoresist. Photoresists are deposited in a liquid

form and later hardened with thermal processes commonly refered to as soft and

hard baking. Photoresists typically have thfee main components: a resin, a
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photoactive compound, and a solvent which controls the mechanical properties ofthe

material during lithographic processing [13]. After the photoresist is exposed to the

ulhaviolet light and developed, thermal processing becomes important. It is desi¡able

to reduce the solvent content of the sacrificial photoresist in order to reduce or

prevent any out-gassing. If the solvent in the phototesist is not suffliciently removed,

out-gassing will cause bubbles in the device layer. Soft baking is generally done on a

hot plate fo¡ one minute at around 110'C in order to reduce some of the solvent

content (usually to about 5% original concentration) and prepare the wafer for [fV

lithography exposure [13], Hard bakes are typicatly done after lithography and

developing in order to further harden the resist, This is done by placing the wafer on a

hot plate or in an oven for a set amount of time depending on photoresist thickness.

Figure 2-8 shows the general process flow ofphotoresist patteming.

Dehydration bake

Resist Application

Softbake

Exposure

Development

Hardbake

Figure 2-8. Photoresist patterning process flow

There are several different methods fo¡ etching the sacrificial photoresist. The

most comfnon methods to remove phototesist are oxygen plasma etching or wet
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etching with acetone. Acetone is able to etch photoresist quiæ rapidly, however a

stiction problem can occur during release due to surface tension forces resulting from

the trapped rinse liquid and resins [16]. This stiction problem prevents devices that

have been unde¡etched from being fully released. Some research has gone into post-

release rinsing and thermal annealing in order to ove¡come this problem, however

only limited succ€ss was reported [17]. In this paper, several post-release ptocesses

we¡e attempted using heated bathes of wate¡ or methanol, often followed by a quick

high temperatüe anneal. Oxygen plasma etching is prefened over wet chemical

etches since there is less chance of sticking as well as more process control, Since the

photoresist is quite thin under the devices, etch holes are required to decrease ove¡all

lateral etch times. This is particularly important for plasma etching since lateral

etching can be I micron per minute or less depending on etching parameters [1g].
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2.3 Micro-mirrors

Micro-mirrors have many potential applications in telecommunication and

personal technology sectors. Micro-mirrors can perfonn many functions, such as

optical modulation, optical scanning, and optical filtering to name a few. Since

micromirtors typically have an optical nature, they are often refened to as micro-

optical-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS). Several different designs have been

implemented using electrostatic and magnetic forces for actuation. In this section a

few examples of commercial and non-commercial micromir¡ors will be discussed to

provide some comparison between cuftent devices and the devices fabricated in this

thesis [9-24].

2,3.1 Texas Instruments Digital Light Processing @LP) Mirror

One of the most successful commercial micro-mirro¡ implementations is the

digital light processing (DLP) system from Texas lnstruments that is used in cinema

displays as well as high-definition television [21], This MEMS-based tecbnology uses

electrostatic athaction to actuate the mirror, which is addressed using 5 volt

complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) static random access memory

(SRAM) cell. The aluminum micromirror has angular displacement of 20 degrees

from its on-state to off-state implemented with torsion hinges and central yoke. Each

micromirror is approximately 16um by 16um. In order to achieve 256 grayscale

levels, each micromirror pixel is controlled with an 8-bit tvord that specifies the time
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in each state. The metal layers are deposited using sputtering, and an organic

sac¡ificial is spin-coated to later form the underlying air gap. A simple schematic of

an individual mirro¡ element can be seen in Figure 2-9. To create an image, each

mi¡ror is exposed to a cycle of primary colors (red, green, blue) and is reflected either

towards or away from a projection lens.

X'igure 2-9. Schematic pixel and array ofTexas Instrument's DLP System [21]

2.3.2 Seoul National University Micro-mirror

Another example of a micromirror system is the electromagnetic micro-mirror

design by the Seoul National University [23]. The design consists of a 300x300¡rm

aluminum micro-mirror deposited and etched on the silicon substrate in order to

maintain a flat mirror surface. Nickel is elechoplated on the sides of the mirror to

provide a magnetic actuation mechanism. Thin aluminum crab-leg springs hold the

micro-rnirror in place when it is ¡eleased from the bulk substrate. Silicon thicknesses

ranging from l0 to 20¡rm were chosen for the structural support ofthe micro-mirrors.

In order to release the support silicon from the bulk, a back-side potassium hydroxide
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(KOH) wet etch is performed until the desired thickness is achieved followed by a

front-side deep reactive ion etch (DRIE). A schematic of the released and actuated

device can be seen in Figure 2-10. The fabricated device was tested by applying an

external magnetic field, as well as simulated using an ANSYSTM simulation. The

fab¡icated micro-mirror began actuating at approximately 0.0025 Tesla when the

magnetic forces overcomes the mechanicai restoration forces, and became

approximately nonnal to the subst¡ate at approximatety 0.011 Tesla. A similar design

concept was implemented using a gold-plated FeNiCo/poly-silicon micro-mi¡ror for a

fiber-optic cross-connect, where upon actuation of the incoming optical signal was

reflected and coupled into another fiber [25].

Aluminum
spritrg

BuIk si¡icon
Mirror plate

Magnetic
mâter¡âl

Aluminum
mirror

Figure 2-10, Schematic of Electromagnetic Microrninor [23]
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2.3,3 Electrostatic/lVfagnetic Latching Micro-mirrors

Micro-mirrors using a combination of magnetic actuation and electrostatic

l¿lshing have also been developed for optical switching [26]. A 8x8 port MEMS-

based fiber-optic switch was created using two separate chips: a bottom chip which

contains the array of fabricated micromir¡ors and the top chip which is used for

aligûnent and for electrostatic latching. An image of the layout of a single

micromirror element on the bottom chip can be seen in Figure 2-11. The two chips

are later flip-chip bonded together during the final assembly process. The

micromirrors are positioned aI a 45' angle to the input and ouþut fibers, thereby

reflecting the input fiber beam into the addfessed ouþut fiber. The micromirrors are

fabricated a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. The gold reflector, chosen for its high

reflectivity at IR wavelengths, is deposited on the oxide after performing a plasma

etch on the thin device-layer silicon film. Polysilicon torsion hinges are deposited to

attach the minors to the wafer as well as provide an electrical connection, NiFe pads

are elechoplated on both sides ofthe micromir¡or, however are mechanically isolated

from the mirror structure due to the high shess in the films. The top chip is

constructed by etching deep slots through a <110> silicon wafer using a wet

anisotropic KOH etch,
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Figure 2-11. Layout ofmagnetically actuated optical switch

In order to latch the micro-mi¡ror vertically or horizontally, the top chip is

biased at a given voltage while the bottom chip remains grounded (Figure 2-12). To

lift a mic¡omirror vertically, the micro-mir¡or is grounded to allow movement when

an external magnetic field is applied, If the micro-mirror is biased to the same voltage

as the top chip, the electrostatic forces will prevent the device ftom moving. Once the

micro-mi¡ro¡ is vertical, it will latch to the sidewall of the top chip through

electrostatic fo¡ces when the magnetic field is removed. These micro-mirrors are able

to show high repeatability across the anay (0.003 degrees difference), with this

variation coming largely due to sidewall surface roughness. Switching times of 8.5ms

were achieved with insertion losses on the order of ldB.
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2.3,4 Lucent LambdaRouter

A¡other commercial micro-mir¡or is the electrostatic LambdaRouter

fabricated by Lucent (Bell Labs) [22]. This device uses a combination of

micromachined springs and electrostatic athaction in order to provide biaxial

actuation. Figure 2-13 shows the one of the micromirrors ofthe LambdaRouter under

actuation, When these mic¡o-mirrors are used as part of an optical cross-connect

(OXC) system, they can achieve peta-bihates which is approximately 1000 times

faster than their electrical counterparts.

Figure 2-13, Lucent LambdaRouter Micromirror [22]



2.4 Single Loop Lorentz Force Actuators

Lorentz force actuators have been previously fabricated using a simple

released current loop structure for self-assembly and micro-grid movement

applications 127, 281. Lorentz fo¡ces are generated whenever a cunent is in the

presence of a magnetic field, and follows the following equation:

F = Current x Lengthx MagneticFluxDensity = ILB (2-2)

Single loop structures were fabdcated fo¡ self-assembly on a thin SiO, layer to

provide insulation between the fixed pads [27]. Devices used for self-assembly are

fabricated using a chrome seed-layer with a ttnck 4 pm electroplated copper layer on

a silicon sacrificial layer. An example ofthe simple loop structure created for the self-

assembly structures can be seen in Figure 2-14. By performing self-assembly with

Lorentz fo¡ces you are able to position the structue without making direct contact

with the released structures, and requires less dexterity from human operators using

rnls¡6m¿niFulators. This self-assembly technique was used to assemble a box

structure.
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Figure 2-14. Schematic of Self-Assembly Single Loop Lorentz Force Actuators [27]

The micro-grid device (Figure 2-15) was constructed with a thin alumi¡um

device layer, and silicon sacrificial layer [28]. The springs are fabricated in-plane

\¡iith the wafer surface and thetefors must be micro-manipulated to be perpendicular

to the wafer surface. Mic¡omanipulators were used to place move the springs out of

plane, however achieving 90 degrees deflection proved to be difficult with the

structure. Applying a 20mA cunent to the structure displaced it approximately 10lm

in both x and y directions, depending on which pads are excited.

Figure 2-15. Schematic ofmoveable micro-grid using Single Loop Lorentz Force Actuators
[28]
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2.5 Lorentz Force Micro-mirrors

This section will provide some background on Lorentz force micro-mirrors to

evaluate against the performance of mic¡omirrors developed in this thesis.

2,5,1 2-D Lorentz Force Actuated Micro-mirrors

A micromachined bridge micro-mirro¡ was designed and fabricated at the

Tecbnical Institute of Berlin [29]. The four-mask design started with a <100> SOI

wafer, which was then etched with KOH to define the area supporting the

micromirror @igure 2-16). A ll0nm thick layer of dry thermal oxide was then grown

to insulate the polysilicon wi¡es from the bulk silicon. With the oxide grown, a

phosphorus-doped polysilicon layer is deposited and then patterned with a wet etch to

define the flexu¡es and the conductor loops. Aluminum was then sputtered and then

patterned to form the bondpads and mi¡ror metallization. The backside was then

etched with KOH in order to release the mfuTor structure. The front-side of the wafer

was protected with a waxed on þrex wafer during the KOH etch.

The performance of a 1300x1500x15pm3 micromirror with 66pm wide and

500nm thick flexures are measrued. These mic¡omirror structures were capable ofup

to
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Figure 2-16. Schematic of 2-D bridge Microminor

7" of deflection with a lmA drive current, and lT magnetic field. The deflection

angle saturates rvith larger currents, as the forces generated are not able to overcome

the restoring forces f¡om the torsion in the flexures. The micromirrors resonart

frequency was calculated to be 280H2 using finite element analysis. Another example

using this technique was used to achieve two axis mirror rotation rvith polyimide

flexures, and achieved a deflection 23'with a 29mA current and a 0.24T magnetic

field [30].

2.5,2 Later ally Driven Electromâ gnetic Microactuators

A lateral drive electromagnetic microactuator rvas designed and fabricated

into a micro-optical srvitch application [31]. A beam structure rvith leaf springs is

J,JJJ,.t.t
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actuated with Lorentz forces to move a shuttle with a micromirror positioned at the

end (Figure 2-17). A permanent magnet is placed under the silicon wafer to provide

the magnetic field used to move the structure. Switches were fabricated a silicon

wafer, with a 3pm LPCVD (low pressure chemical vapor deposition) oxide used as

an insulating layer. The device layer consisted of a 16pm n+ polysilicon, deposited by

stacking 2¡m polysilicon layers using LPCVD. An oxide is deposited on the device

layer to function as a dry etch mask for reactive ion etching used to achieve the high

aspect-ratio polysilicon structures. The oxide under the structures was etched using a

buffered hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution. A thin layer of aluminum is then sputtered

on the polysilicon to imptove reflectivity ofthe micromi¡ror and to enhance the

electrical conductivity along the leaf springs. The entire fabrication process was

completed within 24 hours.

Figure 2-17, Micro-switches using Laterally Drive Electromagnetic Microactuators [31]
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A 0.3T permanent magnet was placed under the silicon rvafer for testing

pu¡poses. The performance of a leaf spring lvas rneasured which had a width,

thickness, and length of 1.2, 16, and,920pm, respectively. The resistivity of the spring

was measured to be approximately 5 ohms. The leaf spring deflected at a slow linea¡

rate until the springs engaged at around 400m4 (15pm deflection). Wirh the springs

experiencing snap-th-rough, a deflection of 60pm was recorded at 566m4. A lm high

free drop test was performed to test tobustness of the structures. After the drop test

the micromi¡ror was actuated ovet a million times with no signs of structural fatigue.

2.6 Thin Film Stress

When stress is applied to a material, it exhibits strain proportional to the

stress. Each material has different stress properties that govern how the material will

respond when it undergoes strain. Once a material has been shessed above its yield

stress, the material will deform significantly and will exhibit permanent deformation

when the st¡ess is removed. If the material goes beyond its ultimate stress, the

material will fail and typically break into separate sections. Ductile materials that

bend before they break, usually have an ultimate stress much larger than the yield

stress. Brittle materials that break before they bend, typically have ultimate stresses

much lower than yield stresses.

For thin film materials, the material stress properties are usually govemed by

the deposition parameteÌs, such as deposition rate, pressure and temperatue.
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Materials can exhibit some infinsic stress due to the variation in the crystalline

structure of the deposited layers. Two materials deposited on each other can also

exhibit strain when released due to residual stress within each material. For example,

chrome tends to have residual tensile stress when thermal evaporated [32].

Knowledge of the characteristics ofthe deposited film allow for strain cancellation, or

give the composite thin fihn an inlerent shess. This inherent stress can bend the

beams up or down depending on the difference in residual stress between materials.

This technique was used to fabricate a micro\rave switch with high isolation [33], as

seen in Figure 2-18. The switch consists ofa 0.5¡rm thick aluminum film coated with

0.1¡tm cbrome deposited using electron beam evaporation, The cuwature of the

structure changes depending on the thickness ratio ofthe two metals.

Figure 2-18. Microwave switch fabricated with aluminum shessed with chlome [33]
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A structure may experience plastic deformation when the yield strength ofthe

material is exceeded when stressed. The elastic-to-plastic transition angle can be

estimated by determining when the applied torque T applied is equal the yield

moment (My) of the beam [34]. For a simple beam structure, the yield moment is

defined as

Q-3)

where g. is the yield shess of the material, w- is the width of the beam, and t. is the

thickness of the beam. The yield stress of the material may be determined using a

material handbook, or experimentally. The yield stress ofthin films tends to be highly

dependent on deposition condition.

The relationship between the torque T, and angle (á) in the elastic regime

M, =o|';1:

r =E^1" e
L.

(2-4)

where L, is the length of the bending regime, E,n is the Young's modulus of the

material, and I- is the moment of inertia of the structure. By equating equation 2-3

and2-4, tbe angle that the structure switches regimes may be approximated by
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3. DESIGN AND MODELLING OF MAGNETIC MICRO-MIRRORS

Many micro-machined devices typically lay parallel to the wafer surface in an

non-actuated state because of the planar fabrication technology. However, it might be

favorable to have a structure lie at a given angle away from wafer surface for

applications such as diffraction gatings or optical switches. The initial rest angle of

the micro-actuatot facilitates improved underetching ofthe micro-mirro¡ structure.

3.1 Design concept

In order to achieve an out-of-plane initial position for the micro-mirror, it is

possible to induce residual stress into the device. This can be achieved by depositing

different metals on a single sfucture, which þpically causes stress at the metal-metal

interface. 1¡¡s leshnique of using residual stress of deposited materials was recently

used to fabricate a mic¡owave switch with high isolation on its ,off state (Figure 2-

16) [33].

The magnetic mic¡oactuator in this thesis can be modeled as a cunent loop as

seen in Figure 3-1. A current is passed though this loop in the presence of a magnetic

field, Similar single coil Lorentz actuators exist, however they do not incorporate a

bimetallic structure for initial position or require micromanipulatio n 127 ,28f. Lorentz

forces generated in the loop will deflect the actuator, assuming thete is an initial lift

angle
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Figure 3-1. A simple schematic ofthe proposed magnetic micÍoactuator

from the stress induced by the deposited chrome. This thin film st¡ess is difficult to

determine a priori due to variability in deposition parameters and film characteristics

when thermally evaporating thin films. Due to this variability, a large number of test

structures were fabricated with varying rvidth, height, structure, and chrome length.

The various length, widths and thicknesses used in the initial test fabrication are seen

in Table 3-1. Etch holes are placed in the reflecting pad to facilitate faster

X T
wR

1
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underetching. The base of the flexure is attached to a contact pad that adheres the

reflector structure to the wafer surface.

Table 3-1. Geometric Design Parameters of the Stressed Magnetic Actuators

Aluminum Thickness t¡ 0.5 - lum
Chrome Thickness tc 50 - 100nm
Flexure Width W^ 56rrm
Reflector Width Wn 200 - 750um
Flexure Lensth L¡ 100 - l000um
Chrome Lensth L.. O - 1lìfìôr¡

Reflector Leneth Ln 100-9002m

3.2 Actuation Mechanisms

The following sections will introduce several equations and actuation

mechanisms that are expected to govem the ach¡ation and characteristics of the

micromachined micro-mirror. When driving a current through the micro-mirror, it

will actuate due to thermal stress, magnetic forces, and electrost¿tic forces. Powe¡

that is dissipated in the form of heat will cause the bimetallic struchìre to actuate

thermally. Magnetic forces are generated from the cunent which passes tbrough the

structwe in the presence of a magnetic field. Elechostatic forces exist between the

released actuator and the substrate if a large voltage bias is applied or if one of the

structures has been charged. The following sections will explain how these fo¡ces will

affect the micromiffol struchue presented in this thesis.
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3,2.1 MaterialProperties

The material properties of thin films have to be considered in order to model

the characte¡istics of the stressed magnetic actuators. Thin film properties tend to

vary depending on deposition conditions, however, a first-order approximation is to

assume they are similar to the bulk materials. Table 3-2 shows the material properties

of aluminum and chrome used to model the structures.

Table 3-2. Bulk Material Properties of Aluminum and Ch¡ome

Aluminum Chrnme
Younsts Modulus lGPaì rrs¡ '70 140
Thermal Conductivifv (W/ml() nol 237 90
Thermal Expansion Coefficient lllKl r¡n 25 x10' 6xl0{
Resistivitv lOhm./mì r¡sr 26 x10-e 1.3 x10-'

3.2,2 ThermalExpansion

When cunent is driven through any system, heat is generated in resistive

elements. This phenomenon can be used in a number of ways in order to actuate

mic¡omachined structures through thennal expansion. Thermal expansion is the

tendency of a material to increase or decrease in size when heated. Each material has

a different thermal expansion coefficient, o., and therefore different materials will

expand at
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different rates. For moderate temperature changes for aluminum, the thermal

expansion coeffrcient can be assumed linear with respect to temperature, Therefore

we may write

LL = L¿arLT (3- 1)

where ÁT is temperature change and L is the initial length at a given temperature.

The rate at which the device heats and cools will govern the switching speed of

the¡mal actuation. For a bimetallic cantilever structure it can be shown that the radius

of cuwature is [37]

o _ (brErtrz)2 +(brErtrz)2 + 2b,brE,E rt,t r(2t,2 +3trtr+2t"2)
6bþzEtE2tÍ2(tt+ t)(dz - d)LT

(3-2)

where E¡ is the Young's Modulus, bx is the width, and t¡ is the thickness for each

respective material. For small deflections it can be shown that the deflection, d, at the

end ofthe beam is as follows [37]:

a=fi{ro*L^)' (3-3)

Conduction, radiation and convection are three mechanisms for thermal heat

transfer. Conduction occurs when more energetic particles transfet their energy to
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nearby atoms or molecules which are less energetic. The one-dimensional conduction

heat transfer rate along length L¡ given by:

- kwt\T() :- (3-4)

where k is the thermal conductivity ofthe material, W is the width, t is the thickness,

and L¡ is the length ofthe flexure.

Convection is the thermal energy transfer between a solid surface and a gas or

liquid in motion. Convective heat transfer is therefore typically smaller than

conductive if no gas or liquid is present (ie. in vacuum). Natural convection will also

occur, which further reduces the thermal effect on the micro-mirror. Therefore,

convection shall be ignored.

Radiation is negligible with the dimensions and temperatures used in this

project when compared to conduction. Heat transfer from radiation may be defined

as:

Q^¿ = eoA^¿(Ta - T.',**r) (3-s)

where â is emissivity (0-1), o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, A is the surface area

of the object, T is the final temperatu€, and Tu,o6¡.o1 is the ambient temperatwe (both
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in Kelvin). The contribution of the ambient temperatufe may be ignored when the

temperature difference is large; such as is the case with the micro-mirrors.

Equation 3-6 shows that heat hansfer by radiation is negligible. The heat

transfe¡ ratio between conduction and radiation, assuming an emissivity of 1, an

operating temperatwe from room temperature (25'C) to the melting point of

aluminum (660.32"C), flexure thickness of 0.5¡rm, and flexure arm length of lmm is:

Ratio,.,,,,,.o=rfÉF)=m=ffi =o.rr, (3_6)

This ratio shows that conductive heat transfer is almost equal to that of the

radiation heat transfer at the melting point of the device met¿I. At the operating

temperature of the micro-minors (near 200"C), this ratio is over 100. Since this ratio

is relatively high at the operating temperature of the micro-mirrors, radiation may be

ignored,

Assuming little residual stress, the displacement of the micromirror due to

thermal expansion forces can be found by directly applying the bulk material

properties in Table 3-2 to (3-2) and (3-3) and varying the temperature difference.

Thermal conduction between the tip of the actuator and the base of the actuator can

be determined by assuming that the base of the actuator is cold and the tip of the
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actuator is hot (Figure 3-2). This assumption comes from the fact that the base ofthe

actuator is adhered to the silicon rvafer surface which acts as a large heat sink. From

the tip to the base of the actuator there are two pathrvays (both flexure arms) for the

heat transfer to occur, therefore

^ 2kALT
4"",,t = 

L^
(3-7)

The total electrical resistance of the structure comes from the flexure arms

(R¡) and the reflector pad. Due to the size of the reflective pad, the greatest

contribution to the

<_ wR ____________)

LT =T,,o, -T¿¿1o

1F2
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Figure 3-2. Schetttatic ofThennal Heating
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wherep is the resistivity ofthe material, L¡ is the flexure length, and A is the cross-

sectional area ofthe flexure. Therefore the total resistance would be

resistance comes from the flexure arms of the

flexure arrn may be written as:

R^=+

Rroro"=2Ro=+

n _ 12 RrorAL _12pLAY- 2 A

micro-mirror. Resistance of each

(3-8)

(3-e)

(3-10)

since each micro-mirror has two flexure arms. The power dissipated in the system can

be found the using power equation:

where I is the current through the device. Power is divided by a factor of two since

heat generated has approximately an equal probability of going to the hot and cold

regions.

The relationship between current and temperahre difference between the reflecting

pad and base may then be approximated by,
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by equating 3-7 and 3-10.



3.2,3 Lorentz (Magnetic) Forces

When charge car¡iers are traveling through a magnetic field they will deflect

by a force commonly ¡eferred to as a Lorentz force. The Lorentz force equation is

given by:

P=-q(vxB+E) (3-13)

where q is the charge ofthe particle (Coulomb), v is the average drift velocity of the

electrons (m/s), B is the magnetic flrx density (N/Am), and E is the electric field

strength (V/m). Current can be defined as

I =qt

where 1 is cu¡rent and / is time. Assuming velocity is i¡

defined as

L
t

(3-14)

a straight line it can be

(3- 1s)

where I is the length of conduction path. By substitution, and assuming

electrostatic force, the Lorentz Force equation can be simplified to
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Fø.^r=lxLB (3-16)

Assuming the magnetic forces will be the dominant actuation mechanism, the

following model can be formulated by neglecting the thermal contribution. Torque

generated by the magnetic force can be estimated by assuming a point force is exerted

on the end of the structure. Torque may be defued as

T=Fd=FLt (3-17)

where F is the force exerted, and d is the distance between the force and point of

rotation. This leads to

T =(IW^B)(L)sin9 (3-18)

where WR is the reflector width, Ll is the flexure arm length, and 0 is the angle of

reflector at the end of the micro-mirror structure (Figure 3-1). The parameters used

for force and distance are chosen to give a first order approximation of the simple

micro-mirror structure. Tolque may be related to angular deflection by usilg (2-15).

r=E,I,E
L,,,

E= L^T
8,,1,,,

(2-1s)
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The new angle, 0.,, of the micromirror may then be determined by knowledge of the

previous angle, 0._,, and the applied torque T from (3-18):

3,2,4 ElectrostaticForces

Electrostatic forces may need to be accounted for if a large bias voltage is

placed between the reflectot and the substrate, or if the separation distance between

them is relatively small. With a grounded substrate, applying a voltage to the reflectol

will cause an electrostatic attraction which will generate a force, If this inte¡action is

modeled as a parallel plate capacitor, the energy stored can be found by

w =!cv" - 
e'e 

"AV222d (3-20)

where C is the capacitance, V is the voltage, r/ is the relative permittivity, e, is the

permittivity of ftee space, A is area, and d is the distance between the plates. Force

can be determined by differentiation of (3-20):

ô (IWRB)(L)(sin0,_,)L- . ^u,=-+O 8,,1,,, '"r-'

, _6W _ e,e .AV'z' õd 2d2

(3-le)

(3-21)
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Fo¡ small micromirror-substrate angles, the fo¡ce generated by the

electrostatic force may be approximated by (3-21). The area and distance can be

estimated to be that of the reflecting pad, since it makes lp for over 757o of the total

area of the device.

3.3 Force Comparison

Comparison between the forces allows for the analysis of which of the forces

dominate the displacement of the structu¡e under different conditions. This section

will describe how a typical micto-mirror strucrure wiJl respond to the various forces.

In this thesis, the 800pm x 600pm micro-mir¡or structure is discussed

extensively and therefore will be given as an example for this discussion. This design

consisted of WA=561m, t*=350¡m, Wn=6001m, te=0.51m thick and tc=0.11m.

Currents up to 100m4 were driven through the micro-mirror structure, which had an

approximate resistance of 1 ohm.

3,3,1 Electrostatic and Magnetic Force Comparison

When the structure is evaluated at a small angle the electrostatic force may be

approximated by the parallel plate equation. The distance to the middle of the

reflector from the base ofthe support arms can be found by
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(3-22)

where ¿A is length of the reflector. The reflector-substrate separation may then be

approximated by

L^,.-u¡ur,=t^*?

d ***,r,, = sin(0) x L ni d u"1t uø,

where 0 is the lift angle of the micromirror.

(3-23)

At 100m4, the voltage on the reflector is approximately 50mV due to the

highly resistive flexure arms on the I ohm structure, Substituting 3-23 and the

dimensions of the reflecting pad to equation 3-18 gives the approximate electrostâtic

force at a given angle.

(3-24)

The magnetic force acting on the micro-mirror can be found by using the Lorentz

force equation (3-16), taking into account the effect of the lift angle. In this thesis, a

permanent magnetic with a magnetic field strength of 0.25 Teslas when measured

from the silicon rvafer surface, and therefo¡e this value is evaluated in this

comparison,

, e,eoA,,,,,,.,v 
2 (1X8.854 x I 0-r'?F I m)(300nn x 600unl(0.oíV)z'=---rT=
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F,,"r,,,,," = (l xW *B)sin(0)

F,,,"",,,." = (0.1A x (600urn)(0.257) sin(9))

(3-2s)

(3-26)

Evaluating the electrostatic and magnetic fo¡ces at small deflection angles

wìng 3-24 and 3-26 reveals at which point the electrostatic forces dominate (Figure

3-3). This angle is quite small (less than 0.1') due to the low voltages required to

actuate the devices as well as the small area of the mirror reflector. Since the

eiectrostatic contribution to the forces is sufficiently small, they do not need to be

considered when modeling the actuation of the devices for deflections larger than

0.1..
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3.3.2 Thermal and Magnetic Force Comparison

Unlike magnetic and electrostatic forces, thermal forces do not have the same

angular dependence, In this section, the thermal and magnetic forces are evaluated at

temperatures differences ranging ftom 0 to 50 degrees. ln order to approxirnate the

cunent tbrough the micro-mirror, (3-11) is evaluated ignoring the contribution from

the ckome layer because of the small thickness and much greater resistivity lvhen

compared to aluminum.

For small deflections, equations (3-2) and (3-3) may be used to find the

displacement, d, at the tip of the micro-mirror structure. However, (3-2) assumes that

the temperature is constånt over the length of the beam. And so, as a simple

approximation, the temperature diffe¡ence between the hot and cold ends of the

flexure arms will be divided by 2 to find the average temperature to be used in (3-2).

or",,,.,"=*

O_(boEoto?)2 
+ (brErtr2)2 + 2bob, E oïrt otr(2t oz + 3t ot. +2tr2)

6b^bc EAEctAtcGA + tc)(ac - a )LT^_*"

(3-27)

(3-28)

where b" is the width of the flexure arms, and tA and tc is the thickness of the

aluminum and chrome respectively. Using beam theory [37], the thermal force at the

tip of the structure can be found using
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(3-27)

The magnet force can be found using the Lorentz force, at a given l,n,,,,o, and

a given angle. The thermal-magnetic force compa¡ison is shown in Figure 3-4. Three

plots are shown for the magnetic fo¡ce, The fust for a 5' initial rest angle of the

device, and the second for a 45o ¡est angle, and a 90o rest angle. The magnetic force is

the dominant fo¡ce over the given curent range at the different rest angles, and

therefore the¡mal forces may be ignored at low currents and for angles greater than 50.

Thus heat losses by all heat transfer mechanisms can be ignored.
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4, FABRICATION OF MAGNETIC MICRO.MIRROR STRUCTURES

This section will discuss the design development and fab¡ication of the

magnetic micro-mirror structùes.

4.1 Patterned and Unpatterned Sacrificial Designs

The basic fabrication procedure begins with a 3" silicon wafer coated with 2

pm of silicon dioxide to act as an electrical insulating layer. Processes steps for the

two different fabrication methods performed in this thesis can be seen in Figure 4-1.

A sacrificial material is initially deposited onto the wafer. Depending on the

feature size and the amount ofsacrificial under-etching, the sacrificial layer can either

be pattemed (a-g) or remain unpattemed (h-m). In this project, a photoresist

sacriflrcial and silicon sacrificial layer were both attempted. With the sacrificial on the

wafer, the metal device layer can than be deposited (b,h). Aluminum was chosen due

to the thickness achievable through thermal evaporation as well as its reflective

properties. Chrome was chosen since it is known that chrome typically possess tensile

stress after deposition by thermal evaporation. The metal layers are then patterned

(c,i) with the aluminum mask using lithography. The ch¡ome and aluminum are then

etched (dj) with ckome etch and aluminum etch, respectively. The photoresist mask

is subsequently removed. This leaves the wafer with patterned chrome-coated

aluminum. Ch¡ome is then pattemed (e,k) and etched (f,l) to define the chrome on the
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flexures of the actuators. The final step in this fabrication process is the release by

etching the sacrificial (g,m).

Patterned Sacr¡f¡cial Ø Sacriricial lJl Alunrinunr

I Etch Mask ffi chro'tr"

Unpatterned Sacriflclal

(b)

Slllcô'r Olôxl{le

Slllcon Dloxldo

Slllcon D¡ox¡rle

Sll¡coI D¡ox¡rle

oI D¡oxftle(h)

-------.-
fq)m I siticor' otox¡(te I

--

Figure 4-1. Cross-section fabrication process flow

Slllcoù Dloxlle SlllcoD 0¡oxirlo



For simplicity, the same aluminum and chrome mask is used for the pattemed

and unpattemed sacrificial designs. The pattemed sacrificial desigtr has the adyantage

ofhaving a release etch which is not time dependant. Unlike the patterned sacrificial

design, if the unpattemed sacrificial is over-etched, the metal anchor pads will

completely release from the subshate. ln order to prevent the entire structure from

releasing from the substrate, the anchor pads \ryhich attach the mirror device to the

subshate are oversized so they are still anchored to the surface when the mirror

structr¡re has released.

Section 4,2 will discuss the fabrication method with a photoresist pattemed

sacriflcial layer. Section 4.3 will discuss the pattemed and unpattemed silicon

sacrif¡cial layer fabrication method.

4.2 Fabrication with a Photoresist Sacrificial

Photoresist was chosen as a sacrificial layer initially due to its availability, and

because there are many processes available to remove the sacrificial layer in order to

release the structure, Removal of the photoresist sacrificial was done using two

different techniques: plasma etching and wet etching. Photoresist sacrificial removal

has adjustable process parameters when using the plasma etcher, while wet etch

removal of the photoresist has less process control. Each fabrication process began

with a 400um thick silicon wafer with 2¡rm of oxide. The photoresist chosen for the

sacrificial was Olin Hunt HPR 506. Olin Hunt HPRD 419 was the complimenting
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developer that is used after exposure. Photoresist spin time was typically set to 35

seconds at 4000 rotations per minute (RPM), which achieved a photoresist thickness

of2pm.

4.2,1 Photoresist Sacrifìcial Method with Acetone Release

An initial desip consisting of simple aluminum bridge structures fabricated

over a photoresist sacrificial was investigated. Acetone was used to remove the

photoresist, A summary of the process parameters used in this fabrication can be seen

in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. Photoresist Sacrifioial Process Paramete¡s with acetone release

Photoresist Spin 4000 RPM l2um)
Photoresist Soft-bake 60 seconds at I lOoC

IfV ernosure 90 seconds
Photoresist develoDment 30 seconds
Photoresist Hard-bake 20 minute (ò. 12O'C

Thermallv evanoreted aluminr¡m 0.6um (ò.20 Nsec
Photoresist patterning of

al¡rminrrm
Standard etch mask parameters

Hard bake - 20 minutes
Aluminum Etch 60 second etch lâ) 50oC

Phoforesist Removal Acetone wet etch

The sacrificial photoresist layer is deposited and pattemed lithographically. It

was then hard-baked at 120'C for 20 minutes. Aluminum was then thermally

evaporated onto the wafer, and pattemed with photoresist. When performing the
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hardbake when patteming the aluminum device layer, the aluminum device layer

began to deform due to outgassing from the photoresist sacrificial below it. This was

due to solvent in the photoresist that did not completely evaporate during the initial

hardbake of the photoresist sacrificial layer, This solvent expanded during the

aluminun patterning hardbake causing visible bubbling (Figure 4-3). These

deformations are not acceptable as the deformed flexure arms may cause

unpredictable operation.

The aluminum structures were freed by etching the photoresist sacrificial

using acetone. Since the acetone is a wet etch, the impact ofthe liquid acetone on the

fabricated devices was enough to destroy or plastically deform many ofthe structures.

Although some devices appeared survive the release process, these devices appeared
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to remain adhered to the wafer surface. This is due to liquid surface tension forces

that are greater than the restoring forces ofthe skuctures. Photoresist residues prevent

the devices from releasing afte¡ the wafer has dried.

4.2.2 Photoresist Sacrificial Method with Post-ReIease Processing

A second photoresist removal method was investigated to reduce or eliminate

problems with photoresist bubbling and sacrificial release procêssing. The sacrificial

photoresist hard-bake was extended from 20 minutes to I hour in order to remove

more ofthe solvent from the photoresist. A summery ofthe process parameters used

in this fabrication can be seen in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Photoresist Sacrificial Process Paramete¡s with post-release
processing

Photoresist Spin 4000 RPM l2um)
Photoresist Soft-bake 60 seconds at 'l 

I 0"C
ffV exoosure 90 seconds

Photoresist develonment 30 seconds
Photoresist Hard-bake t hour

Thermallv evanorated aluminum 0.5Ltm Ø 20 A/sec
Photoresist patterning of

q}¡rninr¡¡rr
Standard with reduced hardbake

Hard bake - 10 minutes
Aluminum Etch 60 second etch Ø 50oC

Photoresist Removal Acetone / Release Process ?

The sacrificial photoresist was deposited and patterned similar to the initial

fabrication. With the increased hard-bake time of the sacrificial layer, the photoresist

did not bubble on the following the aluminum deposition and patteming step. The

increased hard-bake time howeve¡ caused the photoresist to crack slightly as can be
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seen in Figue 4-4. A 0.5pm aluminum thin-film is then thennally evaporated onto

the substrate. The hardbake involved in the patterning ofphotoresist on the aluminum

was also reduced, from 20 to 10 minutes, as bubbling tends to occur at this point

during processing because ofthe heating ofthe sacrificial,

The aluminum was etched and the photoresist was removed using acetone. A

post-release processing step was then done [17]. This step involved placing the

devices in a heated bath to reduce stiction following the acetone release. The post-

release process involved placing the wafer in a 100"C boiling water bath. Wafers

were dried using two different techniques, air dry, and rapid thennal heating using a

hot plate. Each had minimal success, with less thafi I\yo ofthe structures observed to

release successfully.

Figure 4-4. Photoresist cracking when hard-bake time was increased to one hour
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4.2,3 Photoresist Sacrificial Method with Plasma Release

The third photoresist sacrificial removal method was investigated in o¡der to

increase the release yield by using an 02 plasma etch instead ofa wet acetone release.

The sacrificial photoresist hard-bake was also reduced f¡om t hour to 45 minutes to

reduce photoresist cracking, After this reduction in time no cracking was observed,

but was long enough to reduce photoresist bubbling seen in frst fabrication method.

A summery of the process parameters used in this fabrication can be found in Table

4-3.

Table 4-3, Photoresist Sacrificial Process Parameters with plasma release

Photoresist Spin 4000 RPM l2u m)
Photoresist Soft-bake 60 seconds at 110"C

fFV exnosure 90 seconds
Photoresist development 30 seconds
Photoresist Hard-bake 45 minutes

Thermallv evanorated aluminum 0.52m @ 18 A/sec
Photoresist patterning of

alr¡minrrm
Standard with reduced hardbake

Hard bake - 10 minutes
Auminum Etch 60 second etch @ 50"C

Photoresist Removal O" Plasma Etch

Oxygen plasma etches are typically used to etch organics, such as photoresist,

f¡om the wafer surface[3]. Several recipes were attempted in order to achieve a good

lateral etch, since plasma etches tend to be quite vertical. The plasma etch recipe

(Table 4-4) used in this fabrication was measured to have a lateral etch rate of
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approximately l¡rm per minute. These plasma etch parameters were attained by

slowly ramping the power and the pressure until the desired etch parameters were

achieved. Since many ofthe features required approximately 50¡rm of under-etching,

the plasma etch is done fo¡ 30 minutes since etching occurs at both sides ofa feature.

Table 4-4, Sacrificial Photoresist Release Plasma etch parameters

As with previous fabrications, the photoresist was deposited and pattemed to

form the sac¡ificial layer. An intermediate hard-bake time of 45 minutes was chosen

to avoid both severe bubbling or cracking of the sacrificial photolesist. Aluminum

was then thermally evaporated onto the substrate, which was the subsequently

pattemed with photoresist. Slight bubbling of the sacrificial photoresist did occur

(Figure 4-5), however it did not appear to deform the aluminum layer to any large

extent. The aluminum was then wet etched with aluminum etch.

ICP Power 800w
RIE Power 400 w
Pressure 800 mTon

Etch Time 30 minutes
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With the aluminum pattemed, the stfuctures were then plasma etched to

remove both the aluminum photoresist mask and sac¡ificial photoresist. The device

release yield of the test devices was approximately 1002, however several of the

released devices had deformed during release. Small devices designs (15pm features)

had the highest occurrence of releasing. Despite the bulk sacrificial photoresist being

etched away, a photoresist residue remained which did not allow several ofthe larger

devices to be released (Figure 4-6). Several ofthe larger devices could be released by

pushing the device gently. This is unacceptable in terms ofa fabrication process since

potentially the wafer could contain thousands ofdevices,
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Figure 4-6. Severed beam structure showing photoresist residue

4.2.4 Sidewall Issues with Photoresist Sacrifìcial

Several observations r¡/ere taken on other trial fabrication runs not previously

mentioned. Olin Hunt HPR 506 photoresist thickness had a range of L7¡rm to 3¡rm by

varying the photoresist spin speed between 2000 RPM and 8000 RPM. The

photoresist thickness relative to the thermally evaporated device layer metal (0.lpm-

lpm) leads to poor sidewall coverage by the Al metal with the pattemed sacrificial

designs. Trial fabrications showed that the aluminum metal layer depositions required

a thickness of at least 0,51¡m in order to remain adhered to the anchor pad after

photoresist removal when the sacrificial layer was approximately 2¡rm,
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4.3 Fabrication with Silicon Sacrificial

Due to the poor release yield of the photoresist sacrificial layer and poor

sidewall coverage, sputtered silicon sacrificial was used in place of the photoresist.

The following section will describe the fabrication procedures involved when using

silicon as a sacrificial iayer. Some fabrication methods involved patteming the silicon

sacrificial layer, while others left the silicon unpattemed.

Similar to the past fabrication processes, the devices were constructed on a 3"

oxidized silicon wafer. Sputtering was performed in order to deposit the silicon

sacrificial layer onto the wafer. Both DC and RF sputtering experiments occurred at

approximately 16 mTorr with a flow rate of approximately 60 standard cubic

centimeters per minute ofargon. In order to ¡emove the silicon sacrificial, a XeF2 gas

etch was chosen because of its selectivity to etching silicon and low anisohopic

etching properties.

4.3,1 Patterned Silicon Sacrilicial Method using DC Sputtering

This fabrication method uses a patterned sacrificial design, similar to previous

photoresist fab¡ications, A pattemed sacrificial design has the advantage of having a

release that does not have time dependence when etching. Table 4-5 shorvs the

process pafameter used in this fabrication method,
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Table 4-5. Pattemed Silicon Sacrifrcial Process Parameters

Snutterins Power 500 Watts IDC)
Snutterins Time 60 minrrtes
Silicon Thickness 0.5 um

Aluminum Thickness 0.6 um (ò.20Ns
Chrome Thickness 0.1 um â 5A/s
XeÌ'' Etch Time 10

The silicon is frst sputtered onto the wafer surface using DC sputtering.

Photoresist is patterned onto the sputtered silicon as an etch mask. The sacrificial

silicon was etched using XeF, for 30 minutes until it was observed that the exposed

silicon had been removed. The photoresist mask was removed using acetone, which

left patterned silicon sacrificial on the wafer surface. The aluminum and ch¡ome

layers were then deposited by thermal evaporation. They were then pattemed and wet

etched. The structures wefe then released by using a XeFz etch for 30 minutes.

Figure 4-7, Poor Sidewall Coverage ofPatterned Silicon Sacrificial
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Sidewall coverage with the pattemed sacrificial silicon was poor due to the

high aspect ratio of the silicon etch. The high aspect ratio does not occur with the

photoresist sacrificial since the photoresist reflows during processing, which causes a

more gradual step profile. Figure 4-7 demonstrates the structural weakness at the step,

where a micro-mirror has been severed from the contact pad during processing. Due

to the structural weakness seen at the step, this method was not further investigated.

This method may p¡ove successful if a minimal sacrificial thickness is determined

which still permits underetching.

4.3.2 Unpatterned Silicon Sacrificial Method using DC Sputtering

This fabrication method using silicon is slightly different than previous

fabrications since it uses an unpatterned sacrificial. The sacrificial layer can remain

unpattemed since the released structure is significantly smaller than the contact pads

that attach the actuators to the wafer surface. This eliminates the problems associated

with sidewall coverage since all the metal layers lie in the same plane during

fabrication. Table 4-6 describes the process parameters for the unpattemed silicon

sacrificial fabrication.

Table 4-6. Initial Silicon Samificial Process Parameters

Snuttetins Power 500 Watts IDC)
Sputterine Time 90 minutes
Silicon Thickness 0.6-0.7 um

Aluminum Thickness 0.7 um
Chrome Thickness 0. l5 um

XeF" Etch Time i0 minrfes
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The silicon is frst sputtered onto the wafer surface using DC sputtering. The

aluminum and cb¡ome layers were deposited by thermal evaporation. They were then

patterned and wet etched. Figure 4-7 shows some of the devices before releasing in

XeF2 showing the different dimensions investigated, The sacrificial silicon was

etched using XeF2 using the quick-pulse method for 25 minutes; with a nitrogen

purge cycle 7 pulses to remove any react¿nts possibly adhering to the wafer surfaca.

This fabrication method had good device release success (Figure 4-8), however none

of the structures that had no cbrome on the flexures released. The cbrome on the

flexures lifts the structure up providing improved underetching.

Figure 4-7, DC Sputtered Silicon sacrificial devices before release
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4,3.3 Unpâtterned Silicon Sacrificial Method using RF Sputtering

The deposition rate of silicon appeared to decrease between different DC

sputtering runs, which was due to oxidation of the silicon target. Therefore

subsequent sputter depositions were performed with an RF target bias instead ofDC

bias in order to achieve a more consistent sputter rate. Details of the fabrication test

using this method are as follows:

Table 4-7, Unpatterned Silicon Sacrificial Process Patameters using R¡
Sputtering

Sputterins Power 400 Watts IRF)
Snutterins Time 20 minutes
Silicon Thickness 0.5 um

Aluminum Thickness 0.4 um
Chrome Thickness 0.10 um

XeFr Etch Time 35 minutes



Figure 4-9, RF Sputtered silicon sacrificial micro-mir¡ors before release

At 400 watts, the sputtering rate of silicon was approximately 25nrnlmin. The

aluminum and chrome thin films were deposited using thermal evapomtion similar to

previous fabrications. Figure 4-9 shows an anay of fabricated devices befo¡e release

using the RF silicon sacrificial method. Many of the structures successfully released

in the XeF2 system, however because of XeF2 loading some of the smaller devices at

the center of the wafer did not release. There was no noticeable difference between

the etch rates of the DC sputtered silicon and the RF sputtered silicon using XeF2,

each taking approximately 25 minutes before the micro-mirrors would begin

releasing. Except in locations where it was discovered that the silicon sacrificial was

incompletely etched away, this technique appeared to be 950lo successful. Figure 4-10

shows several released micro-mirrors which were fabricated in an array.
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Figure 4-10. RF Sputtered silicon sac¡ificial micro-mi¡rors after release

The devices app€ar black in color due to the angular position of the micro-mirrors

which do not reflect the light back into the microscope. The variation in the lift angle

of the micro-mirrors in this array will be addressed in the following chaptet.



5. FABRICATION ÀNAIYSIS

MICROMIRRORS

STRESSED MAGNETIC

This chapter further investigates the fabrication ofthe micro-mirrors using the

silicon sacrificial. Observations and images were obtained with an Olympus

microscope and probe station (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1. Probe station in the Nanosystems Test Lab at the University of Manitoba

Wafers were initially placed in a plastic Petri dish, however this induced

charge into wafer that did not allow them to be tested. Testing and storing the silicon

wafer within a metal container overcame this obstacle.



5.1 Silicon Sacrificial Gas Loading Problem with XeF2

The silicon sacrificial release ptocess was a significant improvement over the

photoresist sacrificial, however problems still existed with the process. The etch time

in the XeFz etch system is crucial, since the sacrificial remains unpatterned to

eliminate any sidewall coverage problems. Given enough time all devices will

theoretically release, since the contact pads that adhere the devices to the wafe¡ will

also release. Etching is stopped when it observed the contact pads were starting to

etch. However, the XeFz vapor does not etch the wafer in a uniform manner. Due to

gas loading and the chamber configuration, etching is non-uniform. The perimeter of

the wafer tends to etch first; therefore the middle of the wafer remains relatively

underetched. Due to this effect, many of the devices in the middle ofthe wafer are not

released when the devices on the edge of the wafer have completed thei¡ release.

Plasma etching tends to be more unifor¡n over the wafer surface, however the high

vertical anisotropy of plasma etching makes the lateral underetch of the devices

diflicult.

5,2 Silicon Sacrificial Residues

The silicon sacrificial fabrication method has a tendency to leave thin silicon

residues after etching with XeFz. This residue appeared with both RF and DC

sputtered silicon sacrificials. The precise cause of the residual silicon is unclear, and

is beyond the scope of this thesis. Photoresist sac¡ificial residue tends to outline the

structures, whereas the silicon sacrificial residue tends to be present on the sacrificial
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silicon where it is not covered with a pattemed metal structure (Figure 5-2). This

residual silicon cannot be etched fi¡rther due to the unpattemed sacrificial design,

which would underetch the contact pads which keep the structures on the wafer. The

location ofthe silicon residue would suggest that some chemicals during the \¡/et etch

of aluminum and cbrome may hlibit the silicon etch. This is supported by fact that

the sacrificial silicon under the

Figure 5-2, Residue present where not covered by aluminum

released struchres, which is not exposed to these chemicals, is etched completely to

the oxide on the wafer. This remaining silicon did not appear to affect the

performance of the micro-mirrors, however may have prevented some micromirro¡s

from releasing due to residue at the perimeter ofthe devices, Figure 5-3 demonstrates

how unancho¡ed aluminum test beams do not release ftom the wafer surface without

the presence of the chrome layer. Eliminating this residue needs to be furthe¡



investigated, Some success has been reported using a carbon tetrafluoride (CFa)

plasma etch to etch the bulk exposed sacrificial silicon and then using XeF2 to etch

the silicon under the micrornirrors [38].

Ì'igure 5-3. Unanchored aluminum test beams on silicon sacriflrcal which do not ¡elease
without chIome (left), and which release when coated with chrome (right)



0 = sin-t(heiïht llength)

5.3 Chrome Length ând Rest Angle

Figure 5-4. Rest angle schematic

The initial rest angle of several micromi¡rors was calculated by measuring the

difference between the base of the actuator and the end ofthe released skucture using

an Olympus microscope (Figure 5-4). This is done prior to actuating the devices,

since plastic defonnation may occur with excessive angular deflection. The height

was measured by a focusing technique with the microscope, which involves

measuring the difference between two focus points using the microscope dial. This

technique is accurate to +/-5pm with a 20x objective, due to hysteresis of the

microscope dial and enor associated with human focusing. The flexure aÍns are

approximated to be flat despite the stress from the bimetallic layer. The curvature

may be seen by placing the micromirrors at 90" and observing any bow in the flexure

arms (Figure 5-5), Table 5-1 describes the specifications ofthe devices under test fo¡

angle measurements.
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Figure 5-5. Microminor positioned at 90o to observe curvature in flexu¡e arms

Table 5-1. Specifications ofdevices used in Rest Angle Measurements

Sacrificial Method 1um RF Si
A.luminum Thickness t^ 0.5um
Chrome Thickness tc l00nm
Flexure Width W 2Eum
Reflector Width W" 300um
Reflector Lensth Lp 280um
Flexure Lensth L^ 100 - l000um
Chrome Lensth L. n_

Figure 5-6 shows the change in angle with respect to the beam lengfh, and

chrome length percentage along the flexure arms. The actuators initial rest angle

increases with the flexure ann length, as well as percentage of chrome on the flexure

aÍns,
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F igure 5-6. A:rgular Deflection due to Initial Shess (300x280pm reflector)

This test shows that adjusting the amount of chrome on the flexure arm can set

the initial rest angle. Greater process control in film deposition is required in order to

have a predictable initial rest angle, as the film shess tends to be quite sensitive

process parameters such as deposition rate and temperature.

Fabrication Consistency

A large number of identical structues were fabricated into arrays on the same

silicon wafer to better unde¡stand the variability of the silicon fab¡ication methods.

All the devices are exposed to similar conditions since they are fabricated on the same
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silicon wafer. Variation in the characteristics of the actuators may be due to several

factors, such as film thickness, mask irregularities, and non-uniform etching.

5.4.1 FabricationConsistencyDesign

The elements of the array were chosen based on release success and initial

release angle observed from previous fabrications. Four designs were fabricated

based on the 800pmx600¡rm micro-minor with full chrome length. Figure 5-7

demonstrates four designs (A-D) that were configured into arrays for the fab¡ication

analysis,

Figure 5-7, Schematics of four magnetic microactuators composed of
aluminum (silver) and cbrome (brown)

Design A is the simple micro-mirror structure that has shown promising

results from previous experiments. Design B is a perturbation on design A, where the

reflective surface has been enlarged to give the structure more reflective surface area.

Design C contains the same structural properties as design A, however the ch¡ome

length has been reduced so that it does not impinge on the reflective end of the

actuator. Design D also has similar structural properties to design A, however the

width ofthe actuator has been doubled.
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The 800pmx600lm actuators (A,B,C) were configured into 10x4 arays,

whereas the 1200pmx600¡m actuator @) was placed in a 6x4 anay due to size

restrictions of the wafer. Additionally, all four designs were scaled in two separate

ways: l25Vo in length and 125Vo in both length and width. The scaled actuators were

produced primarily for release analysis and not for actuation.

5.4,2 Fabrication Process of Micro-mirror Arrays

The micro-mirror arrays were constructed on the same 3" oxidized silicon

wafer. Table 5-2 describes the parameters and fabrication details used to construct the

devices.

Table 5-2. Geomehic Design Palameters of the Stressed Magnetic Actuators

Sacrificial Mefhn¡l I trm RF Si h) l6r¡:.Tort
Aluminum Thickness t^ 0.Sum(ò20Ns
Chrome Thickness t'. I 00nm ô 5A/s
ü'lexure Width W. 56rrm

Reflector Width W 600-1200um
Ì'lexure Lensth L^ 100 - I000um
Chrome f ,enqth I lì - 1Olìlì¡¡m

Reflector Lensth L. 300-800um

Silicon sacrificial is first sputtered onto the wafer for 30 minutes at 400 Watts

for a sacrificial thickness of one micron. The aluminum and chrome layers were

deposited by thermal evaporation, patterned and then etched, The XeF2 Quick-Pulse

method was used to etch the sacrificial silicon, A dehydration bake was performed for
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10 minutes at 120'C as recommend by Brazzle et al. in [39] to prevent IIF formation

and reduce any moisture found on the wafer surface. This significantly increased the

etch rate of the initial pulses, however the etch rate decreased during succeeding

pulses. The etch chamber was purged with nitrogen every 5 pulses (10 minutes) in

order to attempt to remove the reactants away from the wafer surface. This proved

successful as the etch rate noticeably increased on the following pulses. The etch was

stopped when a number of contact pads \ ere observed to have been significantly

underetched,

5,4.3 Design Compatibility with Fabrication

Each micro-mirror design responds differently to the fabrication process

largely due to the differences in geometry, The similarities of the elements in each

anay allows for obse¡vations on the design response to the fabrication process. Figure

5-8 shows a sample ofthe four micro-mirror designs after they have been released.

Figure 5-8. Examples of4 micro-reflector array designs after release
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Design A and C both released with minimal defects and an initial rest angle

between 15 and 65 degrees. Design B and D tended to have smaller release angle

between 1 and 10 degrees. This lower release angle may be attributed to the stressed

flexure arms not capable of lifting the entire structure, The flexure arms of designs B

and D also tend to curl inward due to skess and a portion of the micro-mirror still

fixed onto the wafer surface. The rest angle of the micro-mirrors is not only

dependent on the flexure arms, but also the overall geometry ofthe micro-mir¡or.

5.4,4 Initial Rest Angle Variation

The initial height ofall the micro-mirrors was measured and recorded using a

microscope focusing tecbnique. The angle can then be calculated using trigonometry

described in section 5.3. Table 5-3 shows the average initial rest angle is obtained

from each ofthe design sets, as well as the standard deviation ofeach set.

Table 5-3. Average and Maximum Initial Rest Angles of 4 micro-mirror
aÍays

# of Devices Base Size Scaled Lensth 1259lo AII Scaled 125%
u I,t l.t

Desien A 40 ).6 70 15 ).o 7). 40 7 ?.o 38 50 sso
Desisn B 40 3.9" 2.3' 3.4 0.4" 3.5" 0.7'
l)esipn C 40 47 .O' 6_0" 39.7. 16.9" 52.4. 8.5"
llesion T) ).4 750 39. 58. 0.4" 7 .O" 10.6"
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Deslgn c. UnÊcaled Des¡gn A. Scaled Helght ard Width

Figure 5-9. Example of Initial Rest Height variation of two micro-minor arrays

The initial rcst angle data (Table 5-3) demonstrates the variability in the

fabrication process. An example of the variation observed across the arrays can be

seen in Figure 5-9. The elements in the array tend to have similar properties to

neighboring elements, which would suggest the micro-mirror initial rest angle is

dependant on the location on the wafer. This location dependence comes from the

variability in the film thickness and XeF, etching. Film thickness of the ch¡ome and

aluminum was measured at three points (Figure 5-10) on the wafer using an Alpha-

Step profilometer (Table 5-4). Film thickness variation ofless than 57o would suggest

that the large variation comes from the silicon and XeF, etching.

Tâble 5-4. Film Thickness Variation over the Wafer Surface

.s)
I

@
.i túOE:3ry
å:d
Prry

f ,eff Middle Bottom
Aluminum Thickness 0.510øm 0.502um 0.498u m
Chrome Thickness 0.104¿¿m 0.103¡¿m 0.101 rm
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Figure 5-10, Three Pohts Measured to Determi¡e Thickn€ss Variation on Wafer



5.5 Issues with an Unpatterned Silicon Sacrificial Layer

The fabrication step that appeared to cause the largest variation in devices

characteristics is the XeF2 release process. Probiems arise from the non-uniform

etching with an unpattemed sacrificial layer. This unpatterned sacrificial method is

used to overcome problems associated with step coverage when using a pattemed

sacrificial that creates structural weakness at the step. Non-uniform etching occurs

due to the configuration of the XeFz etch chamber and loading. The unpattemed

sacrificial and the non-uniform etching caused the contact pads to underetch

dissimilarly, which can be seen to some extent in Figure 5-11. The location of the

actuaton on the wafer surface was therefore a factor to the release and characteristics

of each actuator.

Figure 5-11. Unpatterned sacrificial etching causing variability in initial rest angle

The edge of the contact pad where the flexure is attached must support the

deflected micro-mirror in order to maintain a particular angle. When the contact pads

are over-etched there is a tendency for the micro-mirror to set at a lower rest angle. ln

some cases the contact pad will lift up where it connects to the flexure arms due to the

over-etching, combined with the weight of the micro-mirror and the stress in the
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flexure arm. Lifting ofthe contact pad can be seen on the fi¡rthest left micro-mùror in

Figure 5-8, where the contact pad surface appears to be bubbled near the flexure arm,

A pattemed thin silicon sacrificial desip may eliminate both the problems

associated with step covemge and etching under the contact pad. The sacrificial film

should be kept sufficiently thin to minimize step coverage issues, while the pattemed

sacrificial design would eliminate any contact pad under-etch.



6.TESTING AND MODEL VERIFICATION OF MAGNETIC MICRO-

MIRRORS

This chapter discusses the actuation of the micro-mirrors using different

stimuli. Thermal and magnetic response of the micro-mirrors is investigated. The

model fo¡ actuation of the micro-mirrors is also verified. Lifetime and frequency

testing is perfonned to better comprehend where the micro-mirrors may be applied

towards. Table 6-l describes the fabrication process used for the micro-mirrors under

test. A schematic ofthe micro-mirrors can be seen in Figure 6-1.

Table 6-1. Design Parameters of the Actuated Micro-mirrors

Sacrificial Method lumRFSi
Aluminum Thickness f 0 5um
Chrome Thickness tc l00nm
tr'lexure Width W^ 2E,56llm
Reflector Width W. 600-l200um
Flerrrre T,ensth f tnô_
Chrome Lensth L¡ 0 - 1000um
Reflector l¿nsth L- 300-800um

I

l

Figure 6-1. Schematic of micro-mirrors under test
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6.1 Current Driven Failure

The micro-mirror structure has limits as to the amount of current before the

device will fail due to thermal heating, The micro-mirror structure tends to fail at the

flexure arms, due to their high resistance and small surface area for coolhg. The

failu¡e current is therefore dependent on the geometry of flexure arms, primarily

width and thickness. Flexure widths of28pm and 56pm are used in the design ofthe

mic¡o-mirrors. Five micro-mirrors of each flexure width were tested in order to

observe when this failu¡e occurs. Cunent tbrough the micro-mirrors is slowly

increased until the flexures fail. The maximum and minimum values arê recorded for

each flexure arm \ryidth after several tests are performed (Table 6-2),

"lable 6-2. Maximum and Minimum Cu¡rents before flexure failure

28rm 56nm
Minimum Current 96mA 114m4
Maximum Current 108m4 131m4

In order to not drive future experiments into failure, these maximum and

minimum currents are taken into account. Micro-mirrors are not tested within a 15mA

range of the minimum failure value.
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6.2 Transition Angle

When the micro-mirror undergoes large angular deflections, the flexure anns

may transition from the elastic to the plastic regime. The angle at which this occurs is

dependant on geometry and materiai properties:

,t orw¡.zL,
u¿!dú¡c-pl¿st¡c = 

4E_L
(2-5)

The transition angle of the bimetallic flexures may be estimated by

substituting the geometrical parameters, and by using a weighted average of yield

strength (oo, : 124MPa, or,: lGPa) using the material thickness [40, 41]. The

calculated fansition angle for the fabricated micro-mir¡o¡s was 37.8 degrees. The

micro-mirrors were observed to plastically deform at approximately 40 degrees,

6.3 Thermal Response

The the¡mal response of the micro-mi¡rors was tested in order to confirm the

modeling in section 3.3.2, that stated that motion due to thermal expansion may be

neglected. Thermal actuation is measured by removing the permanent magnet from

the test setup. This eliminates any Lorentz forces that may move the micro-mirror in

the presence of the magnetic field. Cunent is driven tfuough the mic¡o-mirrors in
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order to increase the temperature ofthe bimetallic flexures.

mirror undergoing thermal testing from OmA to 75m4.

Figure 6-2 shows a micro-

Figure 6-2, Themral testing of micro-minors at OmA (a) and 75mA (b) which deflected
approximately 5mA

Thennal expansion in the bimetallic flexwe arms caused the micro-mirror to

move veÍically approximately 5 degrees. Simulations of the angular displacement of

the beam (Figure 6-3) would suggest the micro-mi¡ror would move close to 8

degrees, however the equation tends to deviate when the radius of curvature is less

than the length of the beam. The radius of curvatüe is equal to the length of the beam

at approximately 55ÍL{ (or 4 degrees). Heating also causes the reflecting pad to

expand slightly. This expansion of the reflecting pad towards the flexure increases the

curvature of the reflecting pad as it pushes outwards,
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Figure 6-3. Simulation showing the projected angular deflection due to thermal heating

Magnetic Response

A permanent magtret is placed under the wafer in order to measure the

magnetic response of the micro-mirrors when a cùrent is applied. Two perrnanent

magnets of different magnetic field strength are used to determine the deflection

range of each magnet. Micro-minors of various sizes are also tested. Deflection is

measured using a microscope focusing techlique, explained in Section 5,3.
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6.4.1 Deflection Range

Two permanent magnets were placed directly under the wafer during testing:

a cylindrical magnet and hard drive magnet. Using a Bell 610 Gaussmeter, the

magnetic field on top of the silicon wafer is measured for each magnet. The magnetic

field of the cylindrical magnet was 0.035 Teslas. The magnetic field ofa hard drive

magnet was 0.25 Teslas.

Using a fiber light, the structures are tested as micro-mi¡ro¡s by actuating the

devices a small distance by applying current through the micro-mirror (Figure 6-4).

Current was increased in 25mA steps, and the deflection was reco¡ded. Results f¡om

testing the 800pm x 600¡m micro-miror are presented in Table 6-3. These ¡esults

show that a smaller magnetic field is capable of deflection angles similar to what is

used in various light modulation applications, such as the Bell Labs LambdaRouter

[21] and Texas Instrument DLP chip [22]. Deflection angles greater than 90 degrees

can be achieved by implementing a larger magnetic field source, such as the hard

drive magnet,

Table 6-3. 800pmx600pm Magnetic Micro-mirror (800pm chrome length)
with 28¡tm flexure and 250¡tm reflector

Mãsnet Soùrce Masnetic Field 0mA 25mA 50mA 75mA
Cylindrical 0.035 T 10" l5 24' 34'
Hard Drive 0.25'l 10" ,J.Ã' 70' l0'
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Figure 6-4. Magnetic Actuation of 800¡tm x 600¡tm nicro-minor

The reflecting pad tends to bend slightly under large Lorentz forces since the

thin metal film is quite flexible. ln order to reduce this flexibility the width of the

reflecting pad must be reduced, or a rigid material such as SiOz or Si¡N¡ is requi¡ed

under the reflective aluminum thin film.

6,4,2 DifferentGeometries

Th¡ee different geometries are tested to see how the micro-mifror design wiJl

respond to the Lorentz forces (Table 6-4). A smaller cu¡rent is used than in previous

experiments in order to avoid deforming the flexures during actuation. The hard drive

magnet (0.25 Teslas) is used to achieve large deflections rvith minimal cur¡ent.

Results of these measurements can be seen in Table 6-5 and Figure 6-5.
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Table 6-4. Dimensions of the micro-mirrors under test (56¡rm Flexure
widths, 30opm Reflector Length)

Micro-mirrors ', 3

Flexure Lensth 800um 800um 1000um
Reflector Width 600um l200um 750nm

Table 6-5. Angular deflection vs. applied current

Cu¡rent
frn Äì

800x600pm 800x1200pm

Initial 69.33 90.00
2.50 72.19 0t l2
5.00 74.65 10.86
7.s0 '78.46 20.29
0.00 82.56 27.46
2.50 85.28 33.03
5.00 90.00 37.88
7.50 93.37 41 .84

20.00 97 .44 146.18
22.50 101.54 149.36
25.00 105.35 152_89

Current
(mA)

1000x750pm
(angle)

Ini ti al '79.76

2.00 84.90
4.00 87.45
6_00 90
8.00 93.56
0.00 s6.38
2.00 00.24
4.00 02.84
6.00 05.47

8.00 08,13
20.00 12.4'l
22.0O t7 .53

24.00 22.23
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tl.5 Model Verification of Magnetic Micro-mirror

The micro-mirrors deflection may be approximated using the angular

displacement model (3-19) described in Chapter 3. Design parameters (Table 6-1),

bulk material properties (Table 3-2), and the initial rest angle are substituted into the

model and the function is iterated.

(3-1e)

Since the bending region of the actuator consisted of both aluminum and

cbrome, a weigbted average ofthe Young's modulus (E,o, Es.:140GPa, Eel=7OGPa,)

[35, 36] is taken using the fihn thickness (0.5¡rm Aluminum,O.lpm Chrome) as a

quick approximation. The bending length of the flexures (L.) was observed to be

between 30¡rm and 50pm, therefore a nominal value of4Opm is used for modeling. ln

order to approximate the angle of the micromi¡ror, the flexures and micromi¡ror are

assumed to flat as in previous experiments. Some curyature to the flexures and

microminor may occur due to the stressed bimetallic structure, however for many of

the structures this appears to be minimal.
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Figure 6-6. Measured and Theoretical angular displacement of thlee fabricated designs

The angular displacement model for the shessed magnetic actuators appears to

have fair agreement with the measrued data as a first order approximation (Figure 6-

6). The majority ofthe calculated deflections fall within a 5 degrees enor tolerance of

the measured deflections. Variability in the material thickness and etching during the

fabrication p¡ocess may account for the mismatch between the measu¡ed and

theoretical actuation distance. Additional variability may come from the slight

curvature in the flexure arms, variation in the bending length, as well as some

delaminating ofthe contact pad due to underetching.
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6.6 Frequency Testing

Frequency response of the micro-mi¡ron is an important chatacteristic to

understand in order to specify future applications for the devices. The response of the

micromi¡rors was optically measured by using a Motorola MRD500 photodiode in

the probe station microscope eyepiece. The photodiode, which has nanosecond

response time, was chosen to measure the response since the CCD camera (Sony

SSC-DC50A) and human eye have difficulty observing frequencies larger than 30H2.

The change in intensity from the micro-mi¡¡ors was observed on a digital oscilloscope

by measuring the optically induced voltage across the photodiode. This measured

voltage gives the relative angular deflection of the micro-mirror, however this voltage

is non-linear due to the properties of the photodiode. Therefore the actual deflection

distance is not known. A fiber light is positioned to reflect off the micromi-rror and

onto the photodiode in the eyepiece. All additional light sources in the test

environment were turned off to eliminate external sources ftom affecting the test

results. The test setup and a schematic of the test apparatus can be seen in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7. Probe Station and Equipment used for frequency testing

the 1000x800pm micro-mirro¡s were initially actuated between 45 and 60

degrees (100mV sinusoid, l00mV offset, 0.25T magnetic field) at low frequencies.

The mirrors initial position is chosen such that there is little reflection when

micromiÍor is not actuating, and more light reflected during deflection.
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Figure 6-8. Measured Frequency Response of Magnetic Micro-mirors
using MRD500 Photodiode

Under the same excitation, the frequencies were swept from I to 2000 Hz and the

high and low response to the photodiode was recorded. The difference between the

high and lorv response recorded can be seen in Figure 6-8.

The actuation distance remains fairly constant up to 300 Hz, whereupon the

deflection distance increases and peaks at 780 Hz, At fìequencies greater than 780H2,

tlie actuation distance quickly decays.
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6.7 Micromirror Lifetime

An AC signal was applied to several micro-reflector anays to test their

lifetime and deflection drift. The lifetime ofthe devices typically depends on number

of cycles and the deflection distance. Cycle tests were performed by applying a 100

Hz signal to the micro-reflector arrays. When operating the micro-reflectors in the

elastic regime the structure lifetime is signiñcantly greater than when operating in the

plastic regime. Elastic deflections of 30 degrees have been shown to actuate greater

than 2 million cycles with little variation in deflection distance. The mic¡o-mirror was

not tested beyond 2 million cycles, howeve¡ because of no noticeable change in

deflection, they should be able to sustain many more cycles. Plastic deflections larger

than 90 degrees have been shown to only have a lifetime of a few thousand cycles.

These micromirrors that failed tended to break in the bending regime of the flexure

near the contact pad.
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7, CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary

In conclusion, an out-of-plane micromachined magnetic force actuator was

designed and successfully fabricated into a micro-mi¡ror structure. A simple and

affordable fabrication process was developed using microfabrication technology,

Several different stressed magnetic actuators are fab¡icated in order to deternine a

suitable design for the fab¡ication process. A model is formulated to predict the

angular motion of the actuators. Preliminary testing shows that large actuation

distances can be achieved with small currents. The shessed magnetic actuators were

implemented in a micro-mirror array to explore the variability in the fabrication

process. Advantages of the design and fabrication process include large actuation

distances, small number of masks and materials. The main disadvantage of the

fabrication process is the variability in underetching of contact pads, however this is a

tradeoff to avoid problems with step coverage. Further refinement of the fabrication

process and design are required to optimize the performance ofthe micro-mirrors,

,7' Future Work and Recommendations

The scaling of this technology rvould reduce porver requirements as well as

reduce real estate on the wafer surface. Therefore, an optimal size should further be

dete¡mined depending on the application of the micro-mirrors. Fabrication rvith a

patterned silicon sacrificial layer should also be explored, horvever the sacriflrcial
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thickness needs to be sufficiently small to avoid poor sidewall coverage issues. Due

to complexity of the geometry of these devices when released, a finite element model

should be developed in order to improve simulated results. Some investigation should

go into providing the reflector with a more rigid surface or low stress film so that it

may be more uniform. Many other MEMS applications may exist for these actuatols,

and therefore new uses should be explored.
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APPENDICIES

APPEI\IDIX Ä. Flowchart of XeF2 Quick Pulse Etching
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APPENDIX B. Mask Layouts

Figure B-1, Initial Stressed Magnetic Microactuator Wafer

Figure B-2. Micro-reflector array and Self-Assembly wafer



APPEI\IDIX C. SELF ASSEMBLY

Self-assembly was also attempted to show the versatility of the out-of-plane

stressed magnetic microactuator and observe device interactions.

c.1 Self Assembly MEMS

Fabrication technology for micromachining devices typically limits the

structures to be in plane with the wafer surface. Constructing fully tbree-dimensional

(3-D) structures requires either depositing thicker films or assembling a two-

dimensional (2-D) strucflue after its been released, Depositing thicker films has

several disadvantages including limitations in fab¡ication and design. Some physical

deposition processes such as therrnal evaporation cannot achieve thick films without

ushg several charges that typically requires reloading the evaporating system. Design

limitations of using a thick film include the inability to pattem the sidewalls and

limited use of angles in construction. Post-fabrication assembly of MEMS devices

typically occurs after the release of the elements of the 3-D structure. The final

structure can be assembled manually by a skilled operator, or by self-assembly.

Manual assembly is typicalty time consuming, and cannot be done in a parallel

fashion as can be done with self-assembly. Self-assembly of MEMS devices typically

refers to applying a stimulus to position an actuator in a position where it may be

locked or held by another actuated structüe. ln many cases this is achieved by using

hinged and slotted MEMS structures.
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An example of self-assembly implemented using electrostatic athaction as a

form of stimulus was done in 142]. A voltage bias was applied between the released

hinged struchrre and a conducting plate parallel to wafet surface. The strength of the

electric field must be large enough to overcome gravitational forces to lift the

structures into place. This form of self-assembly can be performed with biases as low

as 35 volts. The hinged mirrors were constructed with a Multi-User MEMS process

(MUMPs) called Cronos developed by JDS Uniphase.

Plastic deformation magnetic assembly (PDMA) is another form of self-

assembly for MEMS structures. This technique was demonshated in [34] by using

plastic deformation of cantilever beams in order for the st¡uctu¡es to hold their

positions (see Figure C-1). The cantilever beams (or flaps) are electroplated with a

magnetic Permalloy (NiFe) to allow for magnetic ach¡ation. Bending occurs when an

extemal magnetic field is applied to the wafer surface. The structure is able to beûd to

a maximum bending angle (0), which is a function of parameters such as beam length

and Permalloy volume. The structue then releases to a certain resting angle (@) due

to mechanical restoring forces that is typically

Å,^f::------l

Mâonêtìê
malerial

He¡t
Figure C-1, Plastic Deformation Magnetic Assembly schematic [34]
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smaller than the maximum bending angle. The difference between the maximum

bending angle and resting angle is dependant on the stress characteristics of the

bending material, Figure C-l shows a schematic of the magnetic assembly system

including the location of the Permalloy and the bending (flexible) region.

c.2 Design of Magnetic Self-Assembly Àctuators

ln this thesis, several stressed magûetic microactuato¡s were configured in a

manner in which post-fabrication assembly may be possible. The design that has

shown success with previous experiments is perturbed by the addition of a "forked"

struchte at the tip of the actuator. This is to provide a latching mechanism for the

self-assembly. An example of one of the configurations attempted can be seen in

Figure C-2.

Figure C-2. Schematic of magnetic self-assembly actuators
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ln Figure C-2, actuators A and B are positioned so that they may latch on to

actuator C. All the actuators are connected to a conlfnon ground, however may be

actuated independently. Dimensions were varied in order to permit latching at the

sides ofthe structure, as well as at the bottom ofthe reflector. Actuators A and B may

be positioned by applying suffrcient magnetic force to plastically deform the actuators

greater than 90 degrees from their initial position.

c.3 Magnetic Self-Assembly Results

Self-assembly actuato¡s were fabricated in parallel with the micro-¡eflector

aüay since the fabrication process is identical, Six diffe¡ent designs were attempted,

however due to their location on the wafel surface only two sets of actuators

successfully released when actuated, Both sets performed in a similar manner and

therefore the discussion ofresults will be grouped together.

Actuator C is initially positioned to prevent the forked actuators (A,B) from

making contact when they are excessively actuated. The forked actuators are

connected in series to provide similar displacement when driven with a current. A

large cunent is applied (90m,A') to the actuators to plastically deform the actuators so

that their rest angle was greater than 90 degrees. Due to inconsistent underetching, the

actuators did not move in a simjlar fashion (Figure C-3). The forked actuators are

then separated slightly to allow actuator C to be positioned and latched between the
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forked actuators. When the applied current is removed ftom the forked actuators, the

restoring forces cause the structures to move inward to latch actuator C.

Figure C-3 Dissimilar actuation of magnetic self-assembly structures

Due to the curvature of the structure at the flexures and the geometry forked

structure did not permit latching (Figure C-4). The insuÍïicient finger spacing and

poor fork location are the major problems with this particular design. When two

actuators come in contact with each other, there does not appear to be any adverse

effects. This implies that electrical contact between the actuators is poor relative to

that of the connected structure. If an electrical path is formed through the interaction

of two actuatoß, the reduction in current may also cause the actuators to disengage.
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Figure C-4. Poor latching ofshessed magnetic actuators

Future designs may implement the same conceptual design and layout,

howeve¡ should incorporate the latching fingers on the sides of actuator rather than on

the top. Finger spacing should also be increased to no less than the width of the

flexures. Increasing the aluminum/ch¡ome thickness tatio may ¡educe the severity of

the curvature seen on the initial fabrication.



APPENDIX D. MATLAB Plot code

96 n'ricr0-rìri¡ToI rnodcling
9ó jere rn,v Johnson
9ó nricrcnri¡r'or'.nr

oÁ ir) it
clc
clea¡ a I
close âll

70 Alurrinunl Propeltíes
t_al=o.5e-6; o,álhiokìrcss

fv_at=56e-6*2; 9ó tìexule widlh (two flexurcs)
frvl0_al=70c-6*2; 9,i flexu¡e rvidtlr (scaled) {trvo f1.'xrrrcs)
W5_al=600e-6; ní rlcvice rvidth
W6_at-1200e-6; o¿ devicc width
Wl0_al=800e-6; 9'o dr\'ìce \r'idlh (scaled)

h_rellecF300o-6; % r'ellc'ctor hcight
E_el='lÙegl 9ó youngs ruo<iulus
a_al=25e-6; l,¿,fllpha(l,.K)
d_al=2700t 9idensity of,ìlumir¡uur(kr.rir".l)
p_alum=26e-9; 9'o Icsisitir,rr ol'alr¡¡lt inur tì
k_alum=237; 9,ô therÌral colldtictivity olÂ.1 (\\¡:iÌC)
silat=124e6; 9¿ I'icld S(Lcrlgih of Alì¡ruimr¡n
L=800e-6; o¿ flexLue leÌgLlÌ
Ll0=1000e-6; 9ô lìcxurc lrngth (scalcd)

1,6 Chronr.' Plopcllici
t_cFo.le-6; 9óthickncss
fw _er=25e-6; 9á flcxurc rvidth
E_cFl40e9; 91¡rorrngsmodulrrs
sig_cr1000e6; I'o yield strcngth
a_cr=6e-6; 9'i, ulplta (llK)
d_cF7l90; 1,í, ,.lcrsiry of alrrrniuunr

1ó othcr voliables
B=0.25; illo rnâgni;1ic 1ìold (Tcslas)
bendlength+0e-6; 0,i' lrcnding lcùgth
iutcrval=0,0001; 9ó curìcnt sl€p rcsolrtion
l=0;interval:0,03; -o,í,ct¡r¡cntì¡¡teÑ¡l

1ó Ìücasllred Data
%------------
cuÍenFo:2.5e-3;25e-3;
curent I 0=0 :2e-3 :24c-3 ;
r"15= [69.33 72.19 74.65 78.46 82.56 85.28 90 93.37 97 .44 l0l.54 105.35]t
set6= [90 l0l.12 110.86 120.29 l2'1.46 133.03 137.88 141.84 146.18149.36 152.891t
setl0=[79.76 84.90 87.45 90 93.557 96.38 100.24102.84 105.47 108.13 112.47 LL7.53 122.231:

9,i, crr¡nbìlrcil llìíÌlcrjâ1,'\\,cigl]icrl ¡\,criì-!cs
t=t al+t_cr; 9.; kltiìl tiìickrìcss
E=F_al*(t ay(t_al+t_cÐ)+Ercr*(t_c¡l(Lal+t_cr)); '1,; \\'ciehrcrl ¡\,cr¡rc of'j,ouugs r:rochlr¡s
sig=sig_al+(t av(t_al+t_cr))+sig_cr*(t_crl(t-al+t_cr));')¿ wrighrcd ¡!'r¡irgc oj'yicld slrr¡ìg1h

1,; ¡ì0¡rìcrìt of ilrc iJ

in=fu_al*t"3/12; 9'o iircr rra r--j'l;car¡r
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inl0:fu10_al*t^3/12; 9; irìcfiia of sc¡led bcarn

96 sirnLrlatcrl delìectio¡ anglc

9,ó initial posi¡ions
theta5B=set5(l);
theta68=set6(l);
thetal0B=setl0(t);

for x=2:length(I)
9,i Cornpute ScaliIÌg Factor oftblcc bascd on prc!ious anglc
factors=sin(theta5B(x-l)+3. l4l 59/l 80);
fartor6=sin(theta68(x-l)*3. l4 I 59/l 80);
factorl0=sin(thctaloB(x-l)*3. 14159/180);

o,,ó Calculate Nerv Positiou
theta5B(x)= (i¡rterval*W5_al*B*L+bendlengtb/(E+in))* 180/3.14159)*åctor5+theta5B(x- I );
theta6B(x): (intewal*tW6_al*B *L* bendlengtb/(E* in) * 180/3.14159)*åctor6+theta6B(x-l);
theta I 0B (x)=

(interval*WlO_al*B+Ll0*bendlength./(E*inl0))*180/3.14159)*åctorlGfthetalOB(x-l);
end

9,ó r¡rc'asurcd d¡rt¡

ûguæ
plot (cu¡rent,set5,'\',current,set6,'o',currcntl0,setl0,'d')
legend('illl(i)i600rìrn Ilic¡o nilrr¡ ìr.leasir¡ed','300x I 200rm \'lic¡ o-¡ri¡rc¡r' ìr.{casr¡rcd', 'l000x8lrl)ùrrr
\1icro-urilrru \,lca s irrctl')
xlabel('(hì.rêrìt (,4)','FùntSize',14)
ylabel('A ugu tar Dcflcction ((lcgL!'cs)','Folrl S iz,c',14)

-q6 n)ca$ulcd data \\'l sirnulatc(l dalô

figure
plot (cr¡¡r€nt,set5,'x',curr€trt,õet6,'o',cuÍentl0,setl0,il',I,thetasB,'-',I,theta6B,I,thetal0B)
legend('300y61)0tÌnrìtljcr'o-¡¡rino¡,fe¡sured','8fÍ)xI2{){)unrìvfic¡o-rnilror\{ersru\id','l00tlx800nnr
M jcro-nir ror Mcasurtd','1100x600u ur li4 ìclo-nrirr or i\'l odclled','800x I l00Lr m i\{ ict o-¡ljrlor
j\,Jodùl lc(l','l 000xtlO0um À4ìclo-:rirror Ìtloclcllcd')
xlabel('Cìuürnl (A l,' FontSizc',14)
ylabel(',,\ngÌrliìr' l)eJlecijo (degrr.es)','ljonrSize', l4)

0,i, Èlìslic 1o l)lis(ic tlÌIìsilìol)
e2p_theta = (sig*fu_al*t^2*bendlength.(4*E*in)* I 80/pi

9,í lrrrsic c¡rttilcvcl cqu¡tion
F= max([)*W5_al*B*sin(sel5(l)); ". I,rrcc
d= F*L^3(3*E*in); ']i. dclleotior llistrncc
bTheta = (d,ll,)*(l80/pi) '1i dcllcctiorr anglc

1. I It. llll.rl Llccl ic.rl \1.¡rrtctii C.r tt r¡r.'r is"tr

9,., orhct crJnijt¡ììts
perm fSpace : 8.854e-12;
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eval_angle=o;0.001 : I ;
cunent=o, I 00;
rcsist=1;
To=0; 9'ó luitial TentpetaltrLe
TÈ0.l;0.l;50; '% Final Te tirpe mttre

-0,6 elech ostatiÇ lorce
l_mid¡efl=L-h_¡eflecl2 ,9í Llistancc to n1i(ldlc oi rùllecror
d_reflect=sin(evalangle+pil180)t650ê6 96 rcllc'ctoij¡;ubstlale seperatiorì
V:50c-3; o,1 approxirnate vollage
F_elrþerm_fSpace*h_rdlect*6v_al*V 2),/(2*d_r€flect.^2) 9?, allproxirrat.' ele{,trostûtjc forc..c

7o ¡tagDetic firrcc
F_maScunent*fu_al*B*sin(eval_angle*pi,/l 80)

-olo clschost0ti!ìlnragnelic co¡npariso
figure
semilogy(eval_angle,F_ele,Lr,eyal_angle,F_mag,r')
xlabel (',{nglc (degrccs)')
ylabel ('Fotcc (N)')
legend ('l:l.cu oslalic','iU¡ìgIetic')

7o thcr'¡ral
fu_al=l12e-6; 9'o si¡ce : flcxure ûmrs. l idth t'lli¡clivel-v doubled
b_cr=l l2e6;

R=
((fu_al+F. al*t_al^2)^2+(b_cr*E_ø*t cr^2)^2+2*fw_al*b_cr*E_al*E_cr*t al*t c¡*(2*t_al^2+3*t_al*t
_cÉ2+t_cr^2))./(6*fw_al*b_cr*E_al*E_c¡*t al*Lçr*(t_al+t cr)*(a_al-a_cr)*(Tf-To));
dThemal=(1./R)*L^2/2; 9ótheünaldisplacement
in:fu_al*t^3i 12; .qi iÌre|iia olbcanr
F_the¡m=3*E+in*dThermaVl^3 9'; thermalforcc

cur¡entssqrt(2*(Tfxk-alum*(fu_a1+Lal)^2)/(L^2*p_alum)); 9ä curent ar gi\('ù reDrlr
F_mag2=current*W5_a1*B*sin(5*pVl 80)
F_rrag3=cunent*W5_al*B* sin(45 *pi/1 80)
F_magrFcu¡rent+W5_al*B*sin(90*pi/l 80)
figu¡e
plot (cunent, F_therm,'r,cunent, F_nag2,L-',cunent, F_mag3,!.',cunent, F_mag4, ': )
xlabel ('Cuffcnt (Ð')
ylabel (',ìoKr (N)')
legend ('Tbcrnral','Ntagncli. íi'i 5 dcgr!'c!;', 'llâg¡ìclic a¡¡; ,15 dcgrccs', 'lr.laguctic iri 90 dcgrocs')

9á Corrpalirrg Tlrenil¡l Sj¡ììs to A('tual

fu_al=l l2e-6; 9', siucc I flcr{uo ür¡}rs. rr,irJth elii'otìr,ci.v doubii'd
b_c¡:l l2e-6;
To=0; !'; ir) i¡ iiì f 'l-cnrpir?lo¡!

TÊ0,1:0.1;70;')t, Fital Ternpentrìre
cunent=sqrt(2*(Tfxk_alum*(fu_al*¡l)"2)(L^2*p_alum)); !'; cÙr'ri'ût âl gir cn rcrnp

((ñv_al*E al*t_al^2)^2+(b_cr*E_cr*t_cr^2) 2+2*î\\_^l+b_ct*E-al*E_cr*t al*t cr*(2*t al^2+3*t_al*t
_cr+2*t_c{z)).1(6*î' _al*b_crxE_al*E_cr*t al*t cr*(t al+t_cr)*(a_al-a_cr)*(Tf-To));
dThernal=(1./R)*L^2/2; 1'ollrc¡nr¡ltlrs¡laccr¡c¡¡
I=fw_al*t^3/12; riirirìcrLirol'l)err¡
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F_therm=3 * E *I*dThermal,/L^3 9ó theurral lorcc
T = F_therm * L; 91 lorque F*(l
Lm = 40e-6; )i ol)seßed bcndi¡rg l.n{th
theta=Lm*T(E+D; ?i tlìetiì (rad)
thetaDeg: theta * 180/pi; o,ô theta {deg)

ûgue
plot (cunent,thetaDeg)
xlabel ('Currrnt 1A)')
ylab€l ('Än gl€ tD;grt'es)')


